
Piccadilly Press

The Sign of the Sinister Sorcerer : The House
With a Clock in Its Walls 12
Brad Strickland, John Bellairs
Pub Date: 4/1/21
$11.99 USD
256 pages

Summary:
The twelfth and final book in the famous Lewis Barnavelt
series. It is finally the summer holidays, and Lewis is
looking forward to the break from school and spending time
with his best friend Rose Rita, his Uncle Jonathan, and his
neighbor Mrs. Zimmermann. But Lewis's hopes for a
peaceful summer holiday are shattered as one accident after
another plagues him. Is all his bad luck really just a
coincidence? Or does it have something to do with the
mysterious hooded figure he keeps seeing?

Bluebird

Good Food for Bad Days : What to Make When
You're Feeling Blue
Jack Monroe
Pub Date: 4/1/21
$14.95 USD
176 pages

Summary:

Seventy-five comforting, delicious, and affordable
recipes from Jack Monroe, star of BBC's Daily Kitchen
Live. Food writer and anti-poverty campaigner Jack Monroe
presents a collection of cheering, tasty, and easy meals to
make when you're low in spirits. Eating properly is one of
the biggest hurdles when you're feeling low, so these
recipes (dubbed "depressipes" by Jack) give you everything
you need in a dish; they are inexpensive, simple, and filling
so that cooking and eating a nutritious meal doesn't seem
like an impossible task. This collection includes comforting
dishes such as Quick and Spicy Noodles, Recalibration

British Library Publishing

Horror: A Literary History
Xavier Aldana Reyes
Pub Date: 4/1/21
$27.95 USD
232 pages

Summary:
Horror is unlike any other literary genre. It seeks to provoke
uniquely strong reactions, such as fear, shock, dread, or
disgust, and yet remains very popular. Horror is most
readily associated with the film industry, but horrific short
stories and novels have been wildly loved by readers for
well over two centuries. Despite its persistent popularity,
until now there has been no up-to-date history of horror
fiction for the general reader. This book offers a
chronological overview of the genre in fiction and explores
its development and mutations over the past 250 years. It
also challenges the common misjudgement that horror
fiction is necessarily frivolous or dispensable. Leading

Fairlight Books

Beyond Kidding
Lynda Clark
Pub Date: 4/1/21
$15.95 USD
336 pages

Summary:
When Robert (or Kidder, as his best friend calls him) decides
to impress at a job interview by making up a son, he
discovers that maintaining the lie is far harder than he
thought—so he invents a story that ‘Brodie’ has been
kidnapped. After all, it’s not like they’re going to find the
fake boy. But a few weeks later, Kidder receives a call to
collect his non-existent son from the police station—a boy
who looks exactly like the picture he photoshopped. . . A
darkly humorous, genre-bending work of literary sci-fi.
Lynda Clark is a new talent to discover for lovers of Kurt
Vonnegut and Douglas Coupland.
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British Library Publishing

Visions of the Vampire : Two Centuries of
Blood-sucking Tales
Sorcha Ní Fhlainn, Xavier Aldana Reyes
Pub Date: 4/1/21
$19.95 USD
304 pages

Summary:

The vampire is one of the great enemies of humanity, a
nightmarish figure who feeds on the living in order to
sustain themselves. Born from ancient folklore, writers in
the 19th century gave form to the vampire as we know it
today. Still haunting our subconscious in the 20th century, a
new wave of writers continued to develop the imagery and
traditions of the vampire—and the vampire continued to
evolve. From John Polidori’s iconic short story "The
Vampyre" and tales of parasitic female companions to
experimental and freshly thrilling takes by Robert Bloch,
Angela Carter, and Anne Rice, this new collection sets out to

Chronicle Books

The Madman's Library : The Strangest Books,
Manuscripts and Other Literary Curiosities
from History
Edward Brooke-Hitching
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$29.95 USD
256 pages

Summary:
This fascinating and bizarre collection compiles the
most unusual, obscure books from the far reaches of
the human imagination throughout history.

From the author of the critically acclaimed bestsellers The
Phantom Atlas and The Sky Atlas comes a unique and
beautifully illustrated journey through the history of
literature. The Madman's Library delves into its darkest
territories to hunt down the oddest books and manuscripts
ever written, uncovering the intriguing stories behind their
creation.

Imbrifex Books

Lord of Order : A Novel
Brett Riley
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$27.00 USD
439 pages

Summary: The Purge is here. New Orleans must die.

Long after the destruction of all electronic technology, the
Bright Crusade rules the world as a fundamentalist Christian
theocracy. Gabriel Troy is Lord of Order for the New Orleans
Principality. For years, he and his deputies have fought to
keep their city safe from the attacks of the Crusade’s
relentless enemies, the Troublers—heretical guerillas who
reject the Crusade’s rule and the church’s strict doctrines.
As their crowning achievement, Troy’s forces capture the
Troublers’ local leader. The city has never been more secure.

Alarming intelligence leaks from Washington: Supreme

Hero Collector

Battlestar Galactica: Designing Spaceships
Paul Ruditis, Mark Wright
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$34.95 USD
200 pages

Summary: This new book goes behind the scenes on
the award-winning TV series Battlestar Galactica to
discover the concepts behind the designs of dozens of
spaceships!

Battlestar Galactica debuted on TV in 1978 and acquired a
phenomenal following, breaking new ground for TV drama
and winning several awards. It returned to TV screens in
2003 in a critically acclaimed reimagined series, with Time
Magazine naming it one of the 100 Best TV Shows of All
Time.

This behind-the-scenes guide looks at the creation of the
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DAW

Titan Song
Dan Stout
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$27.00 USD
384 pages

Summary: The third book in the acclaimed Carter
Archives noir fantasy series returns to the gritty town
of Titanshade, where danger lurks around every
corner.

Forbidden magic, murder…and disco. Carter’s day keeps
getting worse.

With the return of spring, new life floods into Titanshade.
The sun climbs higher and stays longer, the economy is
ascendant, and ever more newcomers arrive to be part of
the city’s rebirth. Even pop culture has taken notice, with a
high-profile concert only days away. When a band member’s

Papercutz

Asterix Omnibus #4 : Collects Asterix the
Legionary, Asterix and the Chieftain’s Shield,
and Asterix and the Olympic Games
René Goscinny, Albert Uderzo
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$14.99 USD
152 pages

Summary: In “Asterix the Legionary,” one of the three
classic Asterix graphic novels collected here, Asterix and
Obelix do as the Romans do and join the Roman Legion in
hopes to get closer to Obelix’s big crush in the process.
Instead, the troops are sent far from Gaul to North Africa.
Then, in “Asterix and the Chieftain’s Shield” with the village
chief away, Caesar and his men come to play—and get their
hands on a priceless Gaul shield! Asterix must foil their
search and protect his village. Then Asterix heads to Greece
to participate in the Olympic games. But how do the Gauls
register themselves? As Romans? And is their powerful
potion an ancient form of performance enhancers? It’s an
international bout for the ages and just when you think you

Titan Books

Time Shards - Tempus Fury
Dana Fredsti, David Fitzgerald
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$15.95 USD
480 pages

Summary: When time shatters, the survivors must
fight their way to the ends of the Earth before it’s too
late.

They call it “the Event”—an unimaginable cataclysm that
renders 600 million years of the world’s timeline into
jumbled fragments. Our Earth is gone, instantly replaced by
a new one made of fractured remnants of the past, present,
and future. All exist alongside one another in a nightmare
patchwork of “time shards”—some hundreds of miles long,
and others no more than a few feet across.

With surprising help from throughout history, an American

Graphic Universe ™

The Spy Who Raised Me
Ted Anderson, Gianna Meola
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$14.99 USD
176 pages

Summary: Some parents want their children to turn out
just like them. Only a few secretly turn their kids into elite
special operatives.

Josie Black can infiltrate any building, speak a dozen
languages, and fight like a martial arts master. But no one
told her that. After J.B. detects gaps in her memory, her
mom reveals the truth: she works for a covert agency, and
she's given J.B. the skills of a super spy. After J.B. freaks
out, runs off, and tries to escape the weird world of
espionage, she'll have to decide who she wants to be.
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Indiana University Press

The World of Dew and Other Stories
Julian Mortimer Smith
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$18.00 USD
162 pages

Summary: Imagine a world populated by hideous
trolls, time-traveling scientists, and intergalactic
freighter captains—with smartphones and social media.

The World of Dew and Other Stories, chosen by Michelle
Pretorius as the 2020 Blue Light Books Prize winner, invites
readers into 18 different universes that have unexpected
resonances with our own modern life. While these tales are
unabashedly sci-fi and fantasy, Julian Mortimer Smith
approaches each at a curious angle. Ghosts are cataloged
using a Pokémon Go–like app, a soldier has to get enough
upvotes on social media before he is allowed to take a shot,
and a golden age of cooperation begins as societies around

Scribe US

Rise & Shine
Patrick Allington
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$16.00 USD
240 pages

Summary: Each morning, the last humans start their
day with graphic footage from the front. This is what
sustains them—literally.

For fans of George Saunders, Claire Vaye Watkins, Michel
Faber, and anyone hungry for the next page-turning book of
cli-fi and speculative fiction.

In a world where eight billion souls have perished in the
wake of an ecological catastrophe, the survivors huddle
together apart, perpetually at war, in the city-states of Rise
and Shine. Yet this war, far from representing their doom, is
their means of survival. For their leaders have found the key
to life when crops, livestock, and the very future have been

Akashic Books

A River Called Time
Courttia Newland
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$28.95 USD
448 pages

Summary: A monumental speculative fiction story of
love, loyalty, politics, and conscience, set in parallel
Londons.

"This mystical coming-of-age tale...is sure to please fans of
thought-provoking speculative fiction."
--Publishers Weekly

"A River Called Time is a masterful reimagining of the
African diaspora's influence on England, and on the world.
It's a grand tale and still an intimate portrait of loss and
love. What glory and influence would Africa enjoy if
colonialism had never occurred? Courttia Newland reshapes
our vision of the past, present and future by taking this one

Wayne State University Press

Batman: The Animated Series
Joe Sutliff Sanders
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$19.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: It’s possible that no other version of Batman
has been more influential than the one that debuted as a
children’s cartoon in 1992. For millions of fans around the
world, the voices of Batman and the Joker introduced in
Batman: The Animated Series (BTAS) remain the default.
The characters, designs, and major themes of the show
went on to shape other cartoons, films, and bestselling
video games. In this study, Joe Sutliff Sanders argues that
BTAS is not only a milestone of television but a milestone in
the public persona of one of the most recognizable
characters in the world.

The series introduced a new generation to Batman and
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Disney-Hyperion

The Tyrant's Tomb (The Trials of Apollo, Book
Four)
Rick Riordan
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$9.99 USD
480 pages

Summary: Catalog Copy:
In his penultimate adventure, now in paperback, a
devastated but determined Apollo travels to Camp
Jupiter, where he must learn what it is to be a hero, or
die trying.

"A clash of mythic intrigues and centuries of pop culture to
thrill die-hard and new fans alike."--Kirkus Reviews

It's not easy being Apollo, especially when you've been
turned into a human and banished from Olympus. On his
path to restoring five ancient Oracles and reclaiming his
godly powers, Apollo (aka Lester Papadopoulos) has faced

Amulet Books

Poison Priestess (Lady Slayers)
Lana Popovic
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$17.99 USD
288 pages

Summary: Book 2 in the Lady Slayers series, about
French murderess and fortune teller Catherine
Monvoisin

In 17th-century Paris, 19-year-old Catherine Monvoisin is a
well-heeled jeweler’s wife with a peculiar taste for the
arcane. She lives a comfortable life, far removed from a
childhood of abject destitution—until her kind spendthrift of
a husband lands them both in debt. Hell-bent on avoiding a
return to poverty, Catherine must rely on her prophetic
visions and the grimoire gifted to her by a talented diviner
to reinvent herself as a sorceress. With the help of the
grifter Marie Bosse, Catherine divines fortunes in the IIle de

Andrews McMeel Publishing

Unicorn Famous : Another Phoebe and Her
Unicorn Adventure
Dana Simpson
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$11.99 USD
176 pages

Summary: With over 1.7 million copies sold, the
Phoebe and Her Unicorn book series for middle-grade
readers is an immensely popular and magical word of
unicorns, adventure, and friendship.

When your best friend is a unicorn, every day is a stroll
down the red carpet. Phoebe Howell’s unicorn BFF, Marigold
Heavenly Nostrils, is happy to provide the celebrity
treatment—teaching Phoebe fancy new spells, giving her a
ride to school so she doesn’t have to ride the bus, and even
negotiating with the tooth fairy on her behalf. But when
Phoebe starts noticing that unicorns have become a trendy

Seven Seas

My Alcoholic Escape from Reality
Nagata Kabi
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$14.99 USD
136 pages

Summary: Nagata Kabi’s downward spiral is getting out of
control, and she can’t stop drinking to soothe the ache of
reality. After suffering from unbearable stomach pains, she
goes to the hospital, where she is diagnosed with
pancreatitis—and is immediately hospitalized. A new chapter
unfolds in Nagata Kabi’s life, as she struggles to find her
way back to reality and manga creation in the wake of her
breakdown.
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Universe

You Can Do Anything, Magic Skeleton!
: Monster Motivations to Move Your Butt and
Get You to Do the Thing
Chuck Wendig, Natalie Metzger
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$19.95 USD
208 pages

Summary: In the tradition of inspirational pick-me-ups
like Lin-Manuel Miranda and Johnny Sun’s G’Morning,
G’Night but with a Calvin & Hobbesian sensibility
comes this whimsically nerdy spin, illustrated by
Natalie Metzger, on motivating folks into getting
creative and “DOING THE THINGS.”

For several years, Chuck has crafted hilarious and
inspirational thoughts of the day—they might begin with an
optimistic salvo, but inevitably and mirthfully detour into the
demon-summoning, robot-making, or confirming that
humans are actually mythical hybrid creatures. Equal parts
inspiring, sweet, and very funny, Wendig’s profane and

Candlewick

Zoe Rosenthal Is Not Lawful Good
Nancy Werlin
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$17.99 USD
352 pages

Summary: A buttoned-up overachiever works overtime
to keep her inner nerd at bay—failing spectacularly—in
Nancy Werlin’s hilarious and heartfelt return to
contemporary realistic fiction.

Planning is Zoe Rosenthal’s superpower. She has faith in a
properly organized to-do list and avoids unnecessary risks.
Her mental checklist goes something like this: 1) Meet
soulmate: DONE! 2) Make commitment: DONE! 3) Marriage:
TO COME! (after college). She isn’t sure which college yet,
but it will have a strong political science department, since
her perfect boyfriend, Simon, plans to “save the country,” as
his sister puts it, “and the planet and everything.” Zoe will

Abrams ComicArts

Save It for Later : Promises, Parenthood, and
the Urgency of Protest
Nate Powell
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$24.99 USD
160 pages

Summary: From Nate Powell, the National Book
Award–winning artist of March, a collection of graphic
nonfiction essays about living in a new era of necessary
protest

In this anthology of seven comics essays, author and
graphic novelist Nate Powell addresses living in an era of
what he calls “necessary protest.” Save It for Later:
Promises, Protest, and the Urgency of Protest is Powell’s
reflection on witnessing the collapse of discourse in real
time while drawing the award-winning trilogy March, written
by Congressman John Lewis and Andrew Aydin, this
generation’s preeminent historical account of nonviolent

Abrams ComicArts

The Alex Ross Marvel Comics Poster Book
Alex Ross, Marvel Entertainment
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$24.99 USD
80 pages

Summary: A deluxe collection of Marvel Comics super
hero posters from renowned comics artist Alex Ross

From Angel to Wolverine, all your favorite Marvel Comics
super heroes are featured in this exclusive collection of
painted portraits by Alex Ross—one of most respected and
influential artists working in comics. This first-ever collection
of these iconic images includes 35 ready-to-frame,
removeable art prints—perfect for longtime Marvel fans and
those just discovering these classic heroes for the first
time—as well as commentary by Ross, preliminary sketches,
and a bonus four-page gatefold of the portraits, assembled
into a mural that was commissioned for Marvel’s New York
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Walker Books US

Gargantis
Thomas Taylor, Tom Booth
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$7.99 USD
352 pages

Summary: In the second fantasy set in Eerie-on-Sea,
Herbert and Violet team up to solve the mystery of
Gargantis — an ancient creature of the deep with the
power to create life-threatening storms.

There’s a storm brewing over Eerie-on-Sea, and the
fisherfolk say a monster is the cause. Someone has woken
the ancient Gargantis, who sleeps in the watery caves
beneath this spooky seaside town where legends have a
habit of coming to life. It seems the Gargantis is looking for
something: a treasure stolen from her underwater lair. And
it just might be in the Lost-and-Foundery at the Grand
Nautilus Hotel, in the care of one Herbert Lemon, Lost-and-

Sky Pony

Harper and the Fire Star
Cerrie Burnell, Laura Ellen Anderson
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$7.99 USD
168 pages

Summary: "Harper and the Fire Star is a wonderful
celebration of music and the arts. With warm, likeable
characters, fantastic illustrations and a large dose of
magic this is a perfect first chapter book for
independent readers." —Story Snug

Harper and her friends want to help the Wild Conductor win
back his place in the magical Circus of Dreams. They put on
a wondrous show, but their plan goes horribly wrong.
Instead of the Wild Conductor, the ringmaster selects Harper
to show off her incredible musical skills for the world to see.

But once inside the circus, Harper learns of the Fire Star, a

Marvel

Fantastic Four Epic Collection: The Master
Plan of Doctor Doom
Stan Lee, Jack Kirby
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$39.99 USD
448 pages

Summary: Lee and Kirby set the standard for out-of-
this-world imaginative adventure and launched the Marvel
Universe in the pages of Fantastic Four. Now, with all the MU
super hero players in place, it's time for the FF to run the
gauntlet. The Thing throws down with the Hulk in a battle so
huge it takes the combined might of the FF and the
Avengers to stop it! The Sub-Mariner makes a play for Sue
Storm! The FF tangle with the X-Men! Nick Fury drops by in
the story that set the table for "Agent of S.H.I.E.L.D."! And
even Doctor Strange makes an ever-so-astral appearance!

Vol. 2: Fantstic Four (1961) 19-32, Fantstic Four Annual
(1963) 1-2

Farrar, Straus and Giroux (BYR)

The Gilded Girl
Alyssa Colman
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$16.99 USD
352 pages

Summary: Any child can spark magic, but only the elite
are allowed to kindle. Those denied access to kindling will
lose their magic before they turn thirteen. In 1906 New
York, Miss Posterity’s Academy is the best kindling
school—and Emma Harris is used to the best. But when her
father dies, leaving her penniless, Emma must work off her
debts to Miss Posterity alongside Izzy, a servant girl who
refuses to let her magic be snuffed out. When a student’s
kindling goes wrong, Emma and Izzy form a pact to help
one another, and together embark on a journey to keep
magic in the right hands. . .or risk losing it forever.

Heartfelt and absorbing, The Gilded Girl is Alyssa Colman's
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Square Fish

Thieves of Weirdwood
Christian McKay Heidicker, William Shivering,
Anna...
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$8.99 USD
368 pages

Summary: Twelve-year-olds Arthur and Wally are
determined to steal their way up the ranks of the notorious
Black Feathers gang. With loan sharks chasing after Arthur’s
father and Wally’s brother’s hospital bill due, they’re in need
of serious cash.

When Arthur spots some wealthy strangers exiting a derelict
mansion, he smells an opportunity for a big score. Little do
the boys realize, they’ve stumbled upon Weirdwood Manor,
the headquarters of a magical order who protect the
Balance between the Real and Imaginary worlds. When
Kingsport is besieged by nightmarish Imaginary monsters,
it’s up to these young thieves to save their city. Filled with

Quill Tree Books

Five Dark Fates
Kendare Blake
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$10.99 USD
464 pages

Summary: Picking up the pieces after the grim
confrontation with Queen Katharine, Mirabella and Arsinoe
must figure out what’s next. Their answer to Katharine’s evil
reign was in Jules, their warrior, but now that her mind has
been ravaged by uncontrollable fits of madness, there’s no
telling what might happen with the rebellion.

Then Mirabella goes missing and, though it pains Arsinoe to
admit, all signs point to an unthinkable betrayal. But there
are more players in this war than she realizes. The power
struggle will come to an end indeed, but at what price?

In this conclusion to the Three Dark Crowns series, three
sisters will rise to fight as the secrets of Fennbirn’s history

Andrews McMeel Publishing

Living With Mochi
Gemma Gené
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$16.99 USD
224 pages

Summary: Gemma Gene's adorable comics celebrate
fur-parenthood and the extreme love you experience
when you look into your dog’s eyes. If you are never
alone when you go to the bathroom, are forced to share
your food, and find your life ruled by a sassy fur ball,
Living With Mochi is the perfect book for you.

When architect-turned-cartoonist Gemma Gené first met her
pet pug, Mochi, she felt as if time stopped. This dramatic
moment and her adoring relationship with the rambunctious
pug led her to begin chronicling her adventures with Mochi
in a series of incredibly cute webcomics that have gained a
social media following of half a million loyal readers. The

Night Shade

The Summer Thieves : A Novel of the Quinary
Paul Di Filippo
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$15.99 USD
288 pages

Summary: A masterful, witty, picaresque science
fiction adventure story evoking the styles of Gene
Wolfe and Jack Vance, The Summer Thieves is the first
novel in the new Quinary series by noted author and
reviewer Paul Di Filippo.

He chased his dreams of the ideal summer across a galaxy
of thieves . . .

Far in the glorious interstellar future, a time of riches and
complex technologies, the stern but utilitarian Quinary
guards and regulates the flourishing human-colonized
galaxy. Under their business-like rule, a family may own a
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Aconyte

Litany of Dreams : An Arkham Horror Novel
Ari Marmell
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$16.99 USD
352 pages

Summary: Dark incantations expose the minds of
Miskatonic University students to supernatural horrors,
in this chilling mystery novel of Arkham Horror

The mysterious disappearance of a gifted student at
Miskatonic University spurs his troubled roommate, Elliot
Raslo, into an investigation of his own. But Elliot already
struggles against the maddening allure of a ceaseless chant
that only he can hear… When Elliot’s search converges with
that of a Greenland Inuk’s hunt for a stolen relic, they are
left with yet more questions. Could there be a connection
between Elliot’s litany and the broken stone stele covered in
antediluvian writings that had obsessed his friend? Learning

Pegasus Books

The Science of Middle-earth : A New
Understanding of Tolkien and His World
Rafaelian, Lehoucq, Mangin, Steyer, Tina Kover
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$29.95 USD
432 pages

Summary: The surprising and illuminating look at how
Tolkien's love of science and natural history shaped the
creation of his Middle Earth, from its flora and fauna to
its landscapes.

The world J.R.R. Tolkien created is one of the most beloved
in all of literature, and continues to capture hearts and
imaginations around the world. From Oxford to ComiCon,
the Middle Earth is analyzed and interpreted through a
multitude of perspectives.

But one essential facet of Tolkien and his Middle Earth has
been overlooked: science. This great writer, creator of

DC Comics

Batman Adventures: Riddle Me This!
Scott Peterson, Tim Levins
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$9.99 USD
136 pages

Summary: Riddler is at it again—and always with a
twist! Follow some of his most riddling adventures with
Batman!

The Riddler is never easy to solve…and this time it’s no
different! Riddler continues to tease Batman’s brain…and all
of Gotham as he leaves his riddles behind…some of them
even solving the crimes of other criminals!

And when a copycat tries to steal the Riddler’s style, who
will find them first—Batman or the Riddler?

Collects Batman: Gotham Adventures #11, #28, #56-57,

Harper Voyager

I'm Waiting for You : And Other Stories
Kim Bo-Young
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$26.99 USD
336 pages

Summary: Two worlds, four stories, infinite possibilities

In “I’m Waiting for You” and “On My Way,” an engaged
couple coordinate their separate missions to distant corners
of the galaxy to ensure—through relativity—they can arrive
back on Earth simultaneously to make it down the aisle. But
small incidents wreak havoc on space and time, driving their
wedding date further away. As centuries on Earth pass and
the land and climate change, one thing is constant: the
desire of the lovers to be together. In two separate yet
linked stories, Kim Bo-Young cleverly demonstrate the idea
love that is timeless and hope springs eternal, despite
seemingly insurmountable challenges and the deepest
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DC Comics

Dear DC Super-Villains
Michael Northrop, Gustavo Duarte
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$9.99 USD
176 pages

Summary: Peek inside the lives of DC’s infamous
rogues in DEAR SUPER-VILLAINS, the sequel to DEAR
JUSTICE LEAGUE, where curious kids write to notorious
scoundrels, asking them about life on the dark side.

How did Gorilla Grodd get so smart? Did Harley Quinn ever
try a career in comedy? Why does Catwoman always lose to
Batman?

Each chapter highlights members of the Legion of Doom in a
sympathetic way that is relatable to kids. But look closely
and you may notice the baddies are up to something big!
Will the Justice League show up in time to stop them? You’ll

Little, Brown Books for Young Readers

Kazu Jones and the Comic Book Criminal
Shauna Holyoak
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$7.99 USD
320 pages

Summary:
Kazu Jones, scrappy fifth grade detective, is back on
the case and ready to track down a local store vandal in
this fun and exciting book filled with mystery.

Fresh off their first successful investigation, Kazu and her
friends—March, CindeeRae, and Madeline—are hungry for
their next case, which comes when a vandal begins
targeting local comic book stores with anti-comic graffiti.
March is especially desperate to unmask the villain before
his beloved shop, The Super Pickle, gets hit. But when
March takes over, the gang starts butting heads.

Balzer + Bray

Oculta
Maya Motayne
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$18.99 USD
544 pages

Summary: After joining forces to save Castallan from an
ancient magical evil, Alfie and Finn haven’t seen each other
in months. Alfie is finally stepping up to his role as heir and
preparing for an International Peace Summit, while Finn is
traveling and reveling in her newfound freedom from
Ignacio.

That is, until she’s unexpectedly installed as the new leader
of one of Castallan’s powerful crime syndicates.

Just when Finn finds herself back in San Cristobal, Alfie’s
plans are also derailed. The mysterious organization
responsible for his brother’s murder, has resurfaced—and
their newest target is the summit. And when these events

Dark Horse Books

B.P.R.D. Hell on Earth Volume 1
Mike Mignola, John Arcudi, Guy Davis, Tyler
Crook
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$29.99 USD
448 pages

Summary: The plague of frogs has ended, but earth will
never be the same, and the fractured B.P.R.D. struggles to
battle dangerous monsters and humans alike, from a
trailer-park cult to a Russian town ravaged by a zombie-like
virus.

Guy Davis’s final B.P.R.D. story sets the stage for Tyler
Crook’s (Harrow County) backwoods-horror debut, as Liz
Sherman hides from a world that she helped push toward
armageddon, and Abe Sapien is shot down by a girl who’s
seen the world to come.
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Del Rey

Doctor Aphra (Star Wars)
Sarah Kuhn
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$25.00 USD
304 pages

Summary: Dr. Aphra teams up with Darth Vader
himself in the original script to the audiobook
production—an expanded adaptation of the critically
acclaimed Marvel comics series.

Dr. Chelli Lona Aphra, rogue archaeologist, is in trouble
again.

A pioneer in the field of criminal xenoarchaeology, Aphra
recognizes no law, has no fear, and possesses no impulse
control. To her, the true worth of the galactic relics she
discovers isn’t found in a museum but in an arsenal. This
viewpoint has led to a lot of misunderstandings. After her

DK

Star Wars Skywalker A Family At War
Kristin Baver
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$24.99 USD
320 pages

Summary: Uncover the secrets of the Skywalkers: the
family that shaped a galaxy far, far away…

The Skywalker story has everything: passion, intrigue,
heroism, and dark deeds.

This revelatory biography explores every twist and turn of
the Skywalker dynasty: the slow seduction to the dark side
of Anakin; his doomed marriage to Padmé Amidala; the
heroics of Luke and Leia; the fall and redemption of Han
Solo and Princess Leia’s son, Ben; and the struggles of his
dyad in the Force, Rey.

Scholastic Inc.

Call Down the Hawk (The Dreamer Trilogy,
Book 1)
Maggie Stiefvater
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$12.99 USD
480 pages

Summary:
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The
Raven Boys, a mesmerizing story of dreams and
desires, death and destiny.

The dreamers walk among us . . . and so do the dreamed.
Those who dream cannot stop dreaming -- they can only try
to control it. Those who are dreamed cannot have their own
lives -- they will sleep forever if their dreamers die.

And then there are those who are drawn to the dreamers.
To use them. To trap them. To kill them before their dreams
destroy us all.

DC Comics

The Batman Who Laughs
Scott Snyder, Jock
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$19.99 USD
232 pages

Summary: A New York Times bestselling graphic novel!

“A Batman who laughs is a Batman who always wins.”

He unleashed the Dark Multiverse in the epic series Dark
Nights: Metal. Now superstar writer Scott Snyder reunites
with acclaimed artist Jock (Batman: Black Mirror) to set that
evil alternate reality’s deadliest denizen loose in Gotham
City—and the original Dark Knight will never be the same!

Half Batman. Half Joker. Combining everything that makes
the Caped Crusader a hero and the Clown Prince a killer, the
Batman Who Laughs is the Dark Multiverse’s deadliest
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DK Children

Corpse Talk: Queens and Kings and other
Royal Rotters
Adam Murphy
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$12.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: Historical monarchs are interviewed from
the grave in this hilarious children’s graphic novel.

Discover the incredible stories of rulers throughout history in
this hilarious graphic novel that brings the dead famous to
life.

Welcome to Corpse Talk, the talk show with a difference—all
of the guests are dead! Meet your host, comic book artist
Adam Murphy, as he interviews eighteen magnificent
monarchs throughout history. Have you heard of
Moctezuma, the last ruler of the Aztecs? Or wondered why
Queen Victoria was not amused? This graphic novel answers

Titan Books

Blade Runner 2049: The Storyboards
Sam Hudecki
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$50.00 USD
224 pages

Summary: Blade Runner 2049: The Storyboards is the
only book presenting all of the storyboards from the
film.

In 1982, film audiences experienced a bold new depiction of
the future with the ground-breaking Blade Runner, which
was fundamental in establishing the still-vibrant Cyberpunk
movement. With the critically acclaimed Blade Runner 2049,
director Denis Villeneuve further explored that unique
“future noir” world, this time following a young blade runner
whose discovery of a long-buried secret leads him to track
down former blade runner Rick Deckard—the protagonist of
the first film—who’s been missing for some thirty years.

Sky Pony

A House of Rage and Sorrow : Book Two in
the Celestial Trilogy
Sangu Mandanna
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$8.99 USD
352 pages

Summary: “A rare gem of a sequel . . . Each page drips
with action and moral complexities.” —Natasha Ngan,
New York Times bestselling author of Girls of Paper and
Fire

One kingdom. One crown. One family.

“Maybe it’s time the great House of Rey came to an end.
After all, what are we now? Just a house of rage and
sorrow.”

Esmae once wanted nothing more than to help her golden
brother win the crown of Kali but that dream died with her

Oni Press

The Vain
Eliot Rahal, Emily Pearson
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$19.99 USD
144 pages

Summary: Spanning nearly a century in time, The Vain
chronicles the criminal lives of four sinful and stylish
blood bank-robbing vampires.

Chicago, 1941. A blood bank is held up in a robbery, but no
cash is taken—only blood. It's the latest in a string of
similar robberies and as the United States prepares to enter
World War II, FBI Agent Felix Franklin is certain it's part of a
wider plot to weaken the United States by depriving it of its
blood supply. But the truth is much more sinister.

The four robbers are vampires: immortal, physically
powerful, and after decades of honing their skills, practically
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Baen

1636: Calabar's War
Charles E. Gannon, Robert E. Waters
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$16.00 USD
320 pages

Summary: NEW ENTRY IN THE BEST-SELLING RING OF
FIRE SERIES FROM NEBULA AND DRAGON AWARD
NOMINEE CHARLES E. GANNON AND ROBERT WATERS

Domingos Fernandes Calabar started out as a military
advisor for the Portuguese in Brazil. But to his superiors, he
was still nothing more than a mameluco, a man of mixed
blood. Until, that is, the Dutch arrived and he switched
sides. Then the Portuguese had a new label for him:
“traitorous dog.”

But when Dutch admiral Maarten Tromp arrives, having
barely survived the disastrous Battle of Dunkirk, Calabar’s

Baen

Rich Man's Sky
Wil McCarthy
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$25.00 USD
336 pages

Summary: A NEW NOVEL OF REAL SF FROM WIL
McCARTHY

When billionaires control the space program, where
does that leave the rest of us?

Space: a tycoon's playground. From a space station full of
women to a monastery on the Moon, from a Martian
reality-TV contest to a solar shade large enough to cool the
Earth, the dreams of a handful of trillionaires dictate the
future of humanity. Outside the reach of Earthly law and
with the vast resources of the inner solar system at their
disposal, the “Four Horsemen” do exactly as they please.

Graphix

Flying Lessons (Owly #3)
Andy Runton
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$10.99 USD
144 pages

Summary:
Facing fears can be scary...

Owly and Wormy love making new friends, and when they
spot an unfamiliar animal flying through the trees, they
can't wait to meet her! Unfortunately, Shadow the flying
squirrel doesn't want to be friends with Owly because she's
afraid of him. Wormy tries to convince Shadow that she can
trust Owly, but she's still scared... When Wormy gets stuck
high up in a tree, Owly's own fear of flying keeps him
grounded. Can Owly overcome his fears? And will Shadow
be able to do the same?

Fantagraphics

Visual Crime
Jerry Moriarty
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$24.99 USD
112 pages

Summary: Rotart Sulli is a painter who illustrates crime
fiction. In the first of two stories that comprise Visual Crime,
Sulli gets a call from the publisher who gives him an
assignment for Visual Crime Magazine, which comes with a
peculiar requirement: Sulli is to stay at Hotel Ace in room
611 until his assignment is finished. He completes the
assignment in the basement of the hotel but not without
coming to blows with a janitor with a penchant for chucking
toys into the furnace. In the book’s second story, Sulli is
once again hired to illustrate a crime story; and once again,
it comes with a peculiar demand: he’s told to place the
finished work “in your back window — it will be seen.” In
between these two stories are a dozen short stories
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Jimmy Patterson

Sophia, Princess Among Beasts
James Patterson, Emily Raymond
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$10.99 USD
320 pages

Summary:
A princess who has lost her mother and father finds
herself in a terrifying world that urgently needs a
queen in this thrilling fantasy novel.

Sophia is smart, beautiful, and accomplished, a beloved
princess devoted to the people and to reading books. The
kingdom is hers, until she is plunged into a nightmarish
realm populated by the awful beasts she read about as a
child.

The beasts are real. And so is the great army marching on
her castle. The people look to Sophia for protection. They

Wednesday Books

Blessed Monsters : A Novel
Emily A. Duncan
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$18.99 USD
528 pages

Summary: The girl, the monster, the prince, the queen.

They broke the world.

And some things can never be undone.

In Emily A. Duncan’s Blessed Monsters, they must unite
once more to fight the dark chaos they've unleashed--but is
it already too late?

Marvel Press

Summer Adventure for Groot!
Brendan Deneen, Cale Atkinson
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$12.99 USD
32 pages

Summary: Catalog Copy:
The fourth book in the hit Rocket and Groot picture
book series, following up to Night Night, Groot, First
Day of Groot!, and Snow Day for Groot!

Accept the challenge of this special mission:
Map every planet for your expedition!

It's finally summertime! The Guardians of the Galaxy are off
on a trip to map the cosmos with plans to see as much as
possible in one day. From surfing the waves of Zenn-La and
riding a tandem bike on Morag to playing hide-and-seek in
Asgard and enjoying a dazzling display of fireworks on

BOOM! Studios

Buffy the Vampire Slayer Vol. 5
Jordie Bellaire, Ramon Bachs
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$14.99 USD
112 pages

Summary: WHO WATCHES THE WATCHERS? Willow has
returned to Sunnydale with a secret about Buffy and the
Scooby Gang that’ll change everything you they ever that
they knew! There’s just one problem - Willow can’t share
this secret just yet. But a countdown may have have started
on Buffy’s time as a Slayer, as the rotten truth about the
Watcher’s Council that binds Robin, Giles and the Slayer
Before will be revealed...starting with a young Watcher
named Wesley. Award-winning writer Jordie Bellaire
(Redlands) and Ramon Bachs (Marvel Rising, Star Wars:
Rebellion) set the stage for the biggest Buffy story you’ve
ever read with secrets and revelations - and then more
secrets, of course - that you never expected. Collects Buffy
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Insight Kids

Godzilla vs. Kong: Sometimes Friends Fight
: (But They Always Make Up)
Carol Herring
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$9.99 USD
20 pages

Summary: Share the beloved Godzilla and King Kong
characters with your family in this engaging board book
featuring heartwarming lessons in friendship.

Making new friends isn’t always easy for kids. That’s equally
true for two giant monsters, where small misunderstandings
can easily blossom into enormous conflicts. Godzilla vs.
Kong: Sometimes Friends Fight (But They Always Make Up)
provides tips on how to be a good friend by using these two
behemoths to show young kids how to behave in familiar
situations . . . but on a much larger scale.

Featuring adorable artwork, PlayPop board books impart

Tor Books

The Memory of Souls
Jenn Lyons
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$19.99 USD
656 pages

Summary: What would you give to save all you've ever
known?

Now that Relos Var’s plan to free the dark god Vol Karoth
has been revealed and with more demons rampaging across
Quur every day—the end of the world is closer than ever.

To buy time for humanity, Kihrin, Janel, and Thurvishar
must convince the king of the Manol vané to perform an
ancient ritual that will strip the vané of their immortality—a
ritual that certain vané will do anything to prevent.
Including assassinating the ones bringing the news.

Disney-Hyperion

Go the Distance : A Twisted Tale
Jen Calonita
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$17.99 USD
336 pages

Summary:
The 11th installment in the New York Times
best-selling A TWISTED TALE series asks: What if Meg
had to become a Greek god?

After Hercules proves he''s a true hero and regains his
godship, all seems right in the world. That is, until Zeus tells
Meg that she can''t be with Hercules because she''s, well,
mortal. Luckily, Hera has a solution, offering Meg a chance
to prove herself worthy of a spot on Mt. Olympus--as a god.
All Meg has to do is complete a mysterious quest.

The mission? Oh, just to rescue her ex''s current wife from

Tordotcom

First, Become Ashes
K.M. Szpara
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$27.99 USD
304 pages

Summary: The Fellowship raised Lark to kill monsters.
His partner betrayed them to the Feds.
But Lark knows his magic is real, and he’ll do anything to
complete his quest.

K. M. Szpara follows Docile, one of the most anticipated
science fiction novels of 2020, with First, Become Ashes, a
fantastic standalone adventure that blends pain and
pleasure and will make readers question what is real and
what is magical.

Lark spent the first twenty-four years of his life training for
a righteous quest: to rid the world of monsters. Alongside
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Image Comics

Outcast by Kirkman & Azaceta Volume 8
Robert Kirkman, Paul Azaceta, Elizabeth
Breitweise...
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$16.99 USD
152 pages

Summary:
The beginning of the end is upon us. Allison has been
possessed...but it's unlike any possession we've seen before. How
will this affect Kyle's mission to save the world now that the great
merge has begun?

Collects OUTCAST BY KIRKMAN & AZACETA #43-48

Keenspot

Dreamless
Bobby Crosby
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$9.99 USD
80 pages

Summary: 10th anniversary edition!

Dreamless is a World War II romance about an American girl
and a Japanese boy who have seen each other's lives in
their sleep since birth. This collection of the popular
webcomic now celebrating its 10th anniversary is written by
Bobby Crosby (author of Marry Me, recently adapted into a
major motion picture starring Jennifer Lopez) and beautifully
painted by Sarah Ellerton (Inverloch).

Lanternfish Press

The Night Library of Sternendach : A Vampire
Opera in Verse
Jessica Lévai
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$16.00 USD
152 pages

Summary: "I can't wait to read more."
-Emily Leverett, editor of Predators in Petticoats

In starry Sternendach, as long as
The vampire Graf has ruled this land
The Heller clan, with weapons strong as
Their wills, have killed his kindred and
Been killed in turn. The two sides nearly
Destroyed themselves. The Graf saw clearly
The need to make the killing cease,
And forced a pact to keep the peace.
The youngest of the Heller faction
Is Kunigunde. Trained to fight

IDW Publishing

Star Trek: The Next Generation: Mirror
Universe Collection
Scott Tipton, David Tipton, J.K. Woodward, Angel
H...
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$39.99 USD
408 pages

Summary: Go into the alternate “Mirror, Mirror”
universe to meet the cold-blooded crew of the I.S.S.
Enterprise and their captain, the ruthless Jean-Luc
Picard, in this collection of three graphic novels!

Space…The final frontier. These are the voyages of the I.S.S.
Enterprise. Its continuing mission: to conquer strange new
worlds, to enslave new life and new civilizations…To boldly
go where no one has gone before! In the other-dimensional
Mirror Universe there is no United Federation of Planets,
only a cruel Terran Empire, where advancement comes
through assassination, brutality is commonplace, and
kindness is a weakness.
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IDW Publishing

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Urban
Legends, Vol. 2
Gary Carlson, Frank Fosco
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$29.99 USD
304 pages

Summary: This is it, fans! You demanded it—the entire
Image Comics TMNT run (a.k.a. TMNT Volume 3)
reproduced for the first time ever in full, four-color
glory, capped with three all-new issues to complete the
unfinished series!

Join creators Gary Carlson and Frank Fosco as they take the
Heroes in a Half-Shell on some of their most amazing,
dangerous, and bizarre adventures ever…culminating in
three brand-new issues by Carlson and Fosco to properly
close out this long-beloved storyline at last! Long out of
print and incomplete, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Volume
3 is one of comics’ lost treasures, now uncovered at last and

IDW Publishing

My Little Pony: Shadowplay
Justin Eisinger, Josh Haber, Nicole Dubuc
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$7.99 USD
152 pages

Summary: Relive your favorite episodes of the beloved
My Little Pony animated cartoon in this graphic novel
adaptation featuring Season Seven’s “Shadowplay!”

When Sunburst discovers the lost journal of Starswirl the
Bearded, he shares it with Twilight Sparkle. Together, they
find out how the sorcerer and several other of Equestria’s
heroes, known as the Pillars of Old Equestria, sacrificed
themselves to defeat the evil Pony of Shadows. After
researching more about the heroes’ disappearance, Twilight
believes that the Pillars are still alive and trapped in limbo
and becomes obsessed with trying to free them, but it might
not be such a good idea!

Fantagraphics

Monsters
Barry Windsor-Smith
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$39.99 USD
380 pages

Summary: The year is 1964. Bobby Bailey doesn’t realize
he is about to fulfill his tragic destiny when he walks into a
US Army recruitment office to join up. Close-mouthed,
damaged, innocent, trying to forget a past and looking for a
future, it turns out that Bailey is the perfect candidate for a
secret U.S. government experimental program, an unholy
continuation of a genetics program that was discovered in
Nazi Germany nearly 20 years earlier in the waning days of
World War II. Bailey’s only ally and protector, Sergeant
McFarland, intervenes, which sets off a chain of cascading
events that spin out of everyone’s control. As the titular
monsters of the title multiply, becoming real and
metaphorical, literal and ironic, the story reaches its

JRP|Editions

Jim Shaw: Paperback Covers
Jim Shaw, Clément Dirié, Marc Jancou, Lionel
Bovie...
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$35.00 USD
104 pages

Summary: Since the 1970s, American artist Jim Shaw
(born 1952) has used his multimedia artistic practice as a
means of exploring and exploiting pop-culture iconography.
This publication focuses on one of the key series in Shaw’s
corpus, in which he draws inspiration from the Anglo-
American graphic design and illustrative tradition of cheap
paperback books. Inspired by the artist's intense dreaming
life, the Paperback Covers series (1996–2013) recreates the
lurid imagery associated with pulp novels, with vertical
canvases that depict fantastical and irreverent imagery: in
one, a werewolf in suspenders is struck by an oncoming
18-wheeler; in another, a line of chorus girls dance in front
of a vampire and a woman in red as the couple is in
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Green Card Voices

Our Stories Carried Us Here : A Graphic Novel
Anthology
Tea Rozman Clark, Julie Vang, Tom Kaczynski,
Nate ...
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$25.00 USD
180 pages

Summary: A bold and unconventional collection of first-
person stories told and illustrated by immigrants and
refugees living across the United States. Stanford scientist,
deaf student, indigenous activist, Black entrepreneur—all
immigrants and refugees—recount journeys from their home
countries in ten vibrantly illustrated stories. Faced by
unfamiliar vistas, they are welcomed with possibilities, and
confronted by challenges and prejudice. Timely, sobering,
and insightful, Our Stories Carried Us Here acts as a mirror
and a light to connect us all with immigrant and refugee
experiences.

Small Beer Press

Spirits Abroad : Stories
Zen Cho
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$17.00 USD
288 pages

Summary: Nineteen sparkling stories that weave between
the lands of the living and the lands of the dead. Spirits
Abroad is an expanded edition of Zen Cho’s Crawford Award
winning debut collection with nine added stories including
Hugo Award winner “If at First You Don't Succeed, Try, Try
Again.” A Datin recalls her romance with an orang bunian. A
teenage pontianak struggles to balance homework, bossy
aunties, first love, and eating people. An earth spirit gets
entangled in protracted negotiations with an annoying
landlord, and Chang E spins off into outer space, the
ultimate metaphor for the Chinese diaspora.

HMH Books for Young Readers

The Prison Healer
Lynette Noni
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$18.99 USD
416 pages

Summary: Seventeen-year-old Kiva Meridan has spent the
last ten years fighting for survival in the notorious death
prison, Zalindov, working as the prison healer.

When the Rebel Queen is captured, Kiva is charged with
keeping the terminally ill woman alive long enough for her
to undergo the Trial by Ordeal: a series of elemental
challenges against the torments of air, fire, water, and earth,
assigned to only the most dangerous of criminals.

Then a coded message from Kiva’s family arrives, containing
a single order: “Don’t let her die. We are coming.” Aware
that the Trials will kill the sickly queen, Kiva risks her own

Image Comics

Inkblot, Volume 1
Emma Kubert, Rusty Gladd
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$9.99 USD
144 pages

Summary:
A powerful sorceress must attempt to correct her greatest
mistake--the creation of a magical cat which can travel through time,
space, and the seven realms of reality. The cat threatens to unravel
the fabric of the universe, doesn't care, and just won't listen!

Collects INKBLOT #1-6
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Future House Publishing

Etherwalker
Cameron Dayton
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$18.95 USD
300 pages

Summary: The world is broken.
The once powerful machines that ruled over land and sky
have died, leaving humanity in a primitive age of swords
and monsters.
When Enoch accidentally awakens a powerful Artificial
Intelligence, he discovers the truth behind his peculiarity
—Enoch is an Etherwalker, the last in a long line of powerful
technopaths who can control machines with their minds.
Without knowing it, he has triggered the ancient Hunt, and
now legendary monsters are hungry for his blood and bent
on his extinction. They know he has seen the truth behind
the broken world, and, if he survives, he may have the
power to shatter it . . . or to make it whole again.

Dark Horse Books

Spy Island
Chelsea Cain, Elise McCall, Lia Miternique,
Rachel...
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$19.99 USD
144 pages

Summary: The new graphic novel from the team
behind bestseller Man-Easters is a terrifying, sexy, and
thought-provoking espionage thriller-that also
happens to be laugh-out-loud funny!

The world’s best spies keep watch over the Bermuda
Triangle from a mysterious island outpost teeming with
supernatural intrigue, monsters, and evil villains set on
global domination. The best of these spies is named Nora
Freud (no relation). She knows eighty-seven ways to kill
someone with a cocktail toothpick, and she’s used thirty-two
of them. Lately though, Nora has started to feel like she’s
going through the motions. Close the temporal portal.

Levine Querido

Alien Nation
Sandro Bassi
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$18.99 USD
56 pages

Summary:
A wordless wonder of a picture book, reminiscent of David
Wiesner and Chris Van Allsburg. An unforgettable subway
ride in an alien world filled with truths of our own.

Candlewick

Weird Little Robots
Carolyn Crimi, Corinna Luyken
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$7.99 USD
240 pages

Summary: When two science-savvy girls create an
entire robot world, they don’t expect the robots to
come alive. But life may be a bit more magical than
they thought.

Eleven-year-old Penny Rose has just moved to a new town,
and so far the robots she builds herself are her only
company. But with just a bit of magic, everything changes:
she becomes best friends with Lark, has the chance to join
a secret science club, and discovers that her robots are
alive. Penny Rose hardly remembers how lonely she used to
feel. But then a fateful misstep forces her to choose
between the best friend she’s always hoped for and the club
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Berkley

Near the Bone
Christina Henry
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$17.00 USD
336 pages

Summary: A woman trapped on an isolated mountain
attempts to survive more than one kind of monster in a
dread-inducing horror novel from the national
bestselling author Christina Henry.

Mattie can’t remember a time before she and William lived
alone on a mountain together. And she doesn’t ask him
about the time before because she must never make him
upset. But when Mattie discovers the mutilated body of a
fox in the woods, she realizes that they’re not alone after
all. There’s something in the woods that wasn’t there
before, something that makes strange cries in the night,
something with sharp teeth and claws.

Ace

Gifting Fire
Alina Boyden
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$17.00 USD
400 pages

Summary: The battle has been won, but the war is just
beginning.

Although at long last Razia Khan has found peace with
herself and love with her prince, Arjun, her trials are far
from over. In order to save her prince and his city from
certain destruction, Razia made a deal with the devil—her
father, the Sultan of Nizam. Now the bill has come due.

Razia must secure the province of Zindh, a land surrounded
by enemies, and loyal to a rebel queen who has survived
her father’s purge. But when her old tormentor Prince Karim
invades her new home and forces her into a marriage

Workman Publishing Company

Book Nerd
Holly Maguire
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$12.95 USD
112 pages

Summary: With over 7 million Instagram posts tagged
#booknerd, and millions more tagged with the likes of
#bookworm and #bibliophile, it’s clear: Book nerds rule!
And what better gift than this joyous celebration of their
singular passion.

It’s sweet, it’s affectionate, it’s understanding and clever,
filled with bright, playful, intricately detailed illustrations and
wonderful mottoes, definitions, jokes, and more, all of it the
work of book obsessive Holly Maguire. Following in the vein
of Crazy Cat Lady, Crazy Plant Lady, and the just published
Dog Mom—with over 91,000 copies in print in their first
year—Book Nerd celebrates the 360° love that separates a

W. W. Norton & Company

The Twelve Lives of Alfred Hitchcock : An
Anatomy of the Master of Suspense
Edward White
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$28.95 USD
400 pages

Summary: In The Twelve Lives of Alfred Hitchcock, Edward
White explores the Hitchcock phenomenon—what defines it,
how it was invented, what it reveals about the man at its
core, and how its legacy continues to shape our cultural
world.

The book’s twelve chapters illuminate different aspects of
Hitchcock’s life and work: “The Boy Who Couldn’t Grow Up”;
“The Murderer”; “The Auteur”; “The Womanizer”; “The Fat
Man”; “The Dandy”; “The Family Man”; “The Voyeur”; “The
Entertainer”; “The Pioneer”; “The Londoner”; “The Man of
God.” Each of these angles reveals something fundamental
about the man he was and the mythological creature he has
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Candlewick

The Threads of Magic
Alison Croggon
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$18.99 USD
384 pages

Summary: In a gripping stand-alone fantasy from the
acclaimed Alison Croggon, a pickpocket steals the
cursed Stone Heart and is propelled into a power
struggle, woven with witchcraft, that will change the
kingdom forever.

Pip lives by his wits in the city of Clarel. But when he picks
the wrong pocket, Pip finds himself in possession of a
strange dried heart in a silver casket—and those who lost it
will stop at nothing to get it back. With assassins on his trail
and the ominous heart beginning to whisper to him, Pip and
his childlike older sister El are drawn deeper into the
forbidden world of magic. Now they must seek the help of

Square Fish

Beast : Face-To-Face with the Florida Bigfoot
Watt Key
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$7.99 USD
224 pages

Summary: Jason says he can't remember where he was for
the two months he went missing in the swamps. That's not
true. He does remember. The truth: He was driving with his
parents, and the car crashed when his father swerved to
avoid colliding with a twelve-foot Sasquatch-like creature
standing in the highway. Haunted by his parents'
disappearance and presumed deaths, hounded for claiming
to have seen Bigfoot, Jason sets off into the deadly
wilderness on a hunt for answers as to what really
happened that night. The creatures he finds are more
terrifying— and fascinating—than he could have imagined.

Greenwillow Books

Empire of Dreams, The
Rae Carson
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$10.99 USD
448 pages

Summary: Even though Red Sparkle Stone is a foundling
orphan with an odd name and a veiled past, she’s about to
be adopted into the royal family—by Empress Elisa herself.
Sixteen-year-old Red can hardly believe her luck. Then, in a
stunning political masterstroke, the empress’s greatest rival
blocks the adoption, and Red is left with no family and no
future.

Grieving and lost, but determined to find her place, Red
hatches a daring plan: she will prove herself as a recruit for
the world’s most elite fighting force, the legendary Royal
Guard—something no woman has done before. But it’s no
coincidence that someone wanted her to fail as a princess,

HarperCollins

Cinders and Sparks #1: Magic at Midnight
Lindsey Kelk, Pippa Curnick
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$7.99 USD
224 pages

Summary: Cinders isn’t supposed to know how to do
magic. Her dog, Sparks, isn’t supposed to talk. And they’re
definitely not supposed to go to the fancy palace ball. . . .

But with a fairy godmother named Brian, do we really think
that’s going to stop them?

The first book in this paperback original trilogy marks
bestselling author Lindsey Kelk’s children’s debut and
combines adventure, talking dogs, and pure comic silliness
for one ridiculously entertaining story.
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Harper Voyager

Westside Saints : A Novel
W.M. Akers
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$16.99 USD
304 pages

Summary: Private detective Gilda Carr nearly died to save
her city when the ruined Westside of Manhattan erupted in
civil war. Now in the hard winter of 1922, a family of
eccentric street preachers has hired her to recover a holy
relic—the finger of a saint—essential to “the electric
resurrection,” when they say the Westside’s countless dead
will return to life. To a cynical detective, faith is a weakness.
Fighting the urge to believe in miracles, Gilda is astounded
when her long-dead mother, Mary Fall, walks through the
parlor door.

Gilda has many questions, yet Mary remembers nothing of
her daughter or her own death. But that doesn’t stop her

Stormland
John Shirley
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$26.99 USD
368 pages

Summary: They call it Stormland: a sprawling, largely
abandoned region of the southeastern coast of the USA,
where climate change's extreme weather conditions have
brought about a "perfect storm" of perpetual tempests;
where hurricane-strength storms return day after day, 365
days a year.

The heart of Stormland is Charleston, South Carolina, a
flooded ruin where hundreds of people remain for their own
peculiar reasons; where thugs prey on the weak, and a
strangely benevolent cult tries to keep everyone insanely
sane. Here, plutocratic evil takes advantage of Stormland's
lawlessness to cultivate a weirdly puppeted theater of

Humanoids, Inc.

MPLS Sound
Hannibal Tabu, Meredith Laxton , Joseph Phillip
I...
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$19.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: The ultimate love letter to the funky
pop-rock sound that made The Artist Formerly Known
as Prince a legend.

When Prince burst onto the pop scene in 1978, he put
Minneapolis on the music map. Many up-and-coming bands
followed the trail that he blazed. MPLS Sound is the story of
one such group—Starchild, led by a young woman inspired
by Prince to start her own revolution. Through her journey,
we see from within exactly how His Royal Badness
transformed the entire Minneapolis scene.

Dark Horse Books

Bandette Volume 2: Stealers, Keepers!
Paul Tobin, Colleen Coover
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$14.99 USD
136 pages

Summary: The world’s greatest thief is a costumed
teen burglar by the nome d’arte of Bandette, and she’s
been challenged for the title!

The Great Thieving Race is on, as Bandette and rival
Monsieur compete to steal priceless artifacts from a criminal
organization and its evil leader, but their response could
make this Bandette’s final crime spree!
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Little, Brown Books for Young Readers

Dragon Ops
Mari Mancusi
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$7.99 USD
400 pages

Summary: From the beloved author of The Once and
Future Geek comes this action-packed adventure set in
a futuristic world filled with magic, monsters, and
high-tech video gaming.

One wrong move, and it's game over.

Welcome to Dragon Ops, the world's first augmented-reality
video-game theme park. Set on a once-deserted island, our
three beta players—classic gamer geek Ian; his adventure-
seeking sister, Lily; and their too-cool-for-gaming cousin,
Derek—have been lucky enough to score an invite to play
before the fully immersive experience opens to the public.

HarperCollins

The Last Windwitch
Jennifer Adam
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$16.99 USD
448 pages

Summary: Brida is content in her small village of Oak
Hollow. There, she’s plenty occupied trying to convince her
fickle magic to do what it’s meant to in her work as a
hedgewitch’s apprentice—until she accidentally catches the
attention of the wicked queen.

On the run from the queen’s huntsman and her all-seeing
Crow spies, Brida discovers the truth about her family, her
magic, and who she is destined to be—and that she may
hold the power to defeating the wicked queen and setting
the kingdom right again.

Fans of Shannon Hale and Kelly Barnhill will delight in
this charming and richly imagined fantasy debut,

Del Rey

Malice : A Novel
Heather Walter
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$27.00 USD
480 pages

Summary: A princess isn’t supposed to fall for an evil
sorceress. But in this darkly magical retelling of
“Sleeping Beauty,” true love is more than a simple fairy
tale.

Once upon a time, there was a wicked fairy who, in an act
of vengeance, cursed a line of princesses to die. A curse
that could only be broken by true love’s kiss.

You’ve heard this before, haven’t you? The handsome
prince. The happily-ever-after.

Utter nonsense.

DAW

Otherland: Mountain of Black Glass
Tad Williams
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$20.00 USD
656 pages

Summary: Now in trade paperback, the third book in
the classic, genre-bending cyberpunk quartet from a
master fantasist.

“The Grail Brotherhood has built the most powerful,
sophisticated simulation network imaginable. At the same
time, they have manipulated and injured the minds of
thousands of children.”

This proclamation from the mysterious Mr. Sellars confirmed
what Renie Sulaweyo had feared to be true when she first
broke into the Otherland network in a desperate search for
the cause of her brother Stephen’s deathlike coma.
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Penguin Group UK

Doctor Who: The Witchfinders (Target
Collection)
Joy Wilkinson, Daniel Sorensen
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$10.99 USD
208 pages

Summary: ‘I am an expert on witchcraft, Doctor, but I wish
to learn more. Before you die, I want answers.’

The TARDIS lands in the Lancashire village of Bilehurst
Cragg in the 17th century, and the Doctor, Ryan, Graham
and Yaz soon become embroiled in a witch trial run by the
local landowner. Fear stalks the land, and the arrival of King
James I only serves to intensify the witch hunt.

But the Doctor soon realises there is something more
sinister than paranoia and superstition at work. Tendrils of
living mud stir in the ground and the dead lurch back to
horrifying life as an evil alien presence begins to revive. The

Penguin Group UK

Doctor Who: Dalek (Target Collection)
Robert Shearman, Daniel Sorensen
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$10.99 USD
208 pages

Summary: "The entire Dalek race, wiped out in one
second. I watched it happen. I made it happen!"

The Doctor and Rose arrive in an underground vault in Utah
in the near future. The vault is filled with alien artefacts. Its
billionaire owner, Henry van Statten, even has possession of
a living alien creature, a mechanical monster in chains that
he has named a Metaltron.

Seeking to help the Metaltron, the Doctor is appalled to find
it is in fact a Dalek – one that has survived the horrors of
the Time War just as he has. And as the Dalek breaks loose,
the Doctor is brought back to the brutality and desperation

Penguin Group UK

Doctor Who: Pirate Planet (Target)
Douglas Adams, James Goss, Albert De Petrillo
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$10.99 USD
416 pages

Summary: The hugely powerful Key to Time has been split
into six segments, all of which have been disguised and
hidden throughout time and space. Now the even more
powerful White Guardian wants the Doctor to find the
pieces. With the first segment successfully retrieved, the
Doctor, Romana and K-9 trace the second segment of the
Key to the planet Calufrax. But when they arrive at exactly
the right point in space, they find themselves on exactly the
wrong planet – Zanak.

Ruled by the mysterious ‘Captain’, Zanak is a happy and
prosperous planet. Mostly. If the mines run out of valuable
minerals and gems then the Captain merely announces a

Penguin Group UK

Doctor Who: The TV Movie (Target)
Gary Russell
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$10.99 USD
320 pages

Summary: It's December 1999, and strange things are
happening as the new millennium nears. A British police box
appears from nowhere in San Francisco’s Chinatown and the
mysterious man inside it is shot down in the street. Despite
the best efforts of Dr Grace Holloway, the man dies and
another stranger appears, claiming to be the same person in
a different body: a wanderer in time and space known only
as the Doctor.

But the Doctor is not the only alien in San Francisco. His
deadly adversary the Master is murdering his way through
the city and has taken control of the TARDIS. The Master is
desperate to take the Doctor’s newly regenerated body for
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Penguin Group UK

Doctor Who: Resurrection of the Daleks
(Target)
Eric Saward, Albert De Petrillo
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$10.99 USD
208 pages

Summary:
The TARDIS is ensnared in a time corridor, catapulting it into
derelict docklands on 20th century Earth. The Doctor and
his companions, Tegan and Turlough, stumble on a
warehouse harbouring fugitives from the future at the far
end of the corridor – and are soon under attack from a
Dalek assault force.
The Doctor’s oldest enemies have set in motion an intricate
and sinister plot to resurrect their race from the ashes of an
interstellar war. For the Daleks’ plans to succeed, they must
set free their creator, Davros, from a galactic prison – and
force the Doctor to help them achieve total control over
time and space. But the embittered Davros has ideas of his

Penguin Group UK

Doctor Who: Revelation of the Daleks
(Target)
Eric Saward, Albert De Petrillo
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$10.99 USD
208 pages

Summary: The Doctor and Peri land on the planet Necros
to visit the funerary home Tranquil Repose – where the dead
are interred and the near-dead placed in suspended
animation until such time as their conditions can be cured.

But the Great Healer of Tranquil Repose is far from benign.
Under his command, Daleks guard the catacombs where
sickening experiments are conducted on human bodies. The
new life he offers the dying comes at a terrible cost – and
the Doctor and Peri are being lured into a trap that will
change them forever.

Penguin Group UK

Doctor Who: The Crimson Horror (Target
Collection)
Mark Gatiss, Daniel Sorensen
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$10.99 USD
208 pages

Summary: "We must get to the bottom of this dark and
queer business, no matter what the cost!"

Something ghastly is afoot in Victorian Yorkshire. Something
that kills. Bodies are washing up in the canal, their skin a
waxy, glowing red,but just what is this crimson horror?

Madam Vastra, Jenny and Strax are despatched to
investigate the mystery. Strangely reluctant to assist their
enquiries is Mrs Winifred Gillyflower, matriarch of
‘Sweetville’, a seemingly utopian workers’ community.

DK Children

The Star Wars Book of Monsters, Ooze and
Slime : Be Disgusted by Weird and Wonderful
Star Wars Facts!
Katie Cook
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$6.99 USD
96 pages

Summary: A gross-out Star Wars reference book for
early readers, packed with funny facts and fun doodles.

The strangest and yuckiest secrets of the galaxy

What does the Zillo Beast feast on for breakfast? Does slimy
Jabba the Hutt ever have a bath? What are the three
yuckiest things he eats? Why are wampas so cuddly? And
which monster makes the scariest sound?

Take a trip on the wild side and discover the weirdest facts
in the Star Wars galaxy! From gross creatures and strange
bugs, to disgusting food, dangerous deserts, and sinister
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Statix

The Knights of Heliopolis
Alejandro Jodorowsky, Jérémy
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$24.99 USD
232 pages

Summary: The next incredible graphic novel from
acclaimed writer Jodorowsky puts a supernatural spin
on The Man in the Iron Mask - all four volumes
published together in English for the very first time in
this complete edition! “A prophet of creativity…
[Jodorowsky is] one of the most inspiring artists of our
time!” - Kanye West

The 18th century. In a monastery in the North of Spain
hides the sacred temple of the Knights of Heliopolis: an
assembly of immortal alchemists cut off from the world. As
disciple Seventeen prepares to complete his training and
integrate order, his master Fulcanelli reveals to the other

Rebellion

Jerry Siegel's The Syndicate of Crime
Jerry Siegel, Reg Bunn
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$19.99 USD
144 pages

Summary: Rebellion’s Treasury of British Comics presents
the brand-new definitive reprint collection of the adventures
of criminal mastermind The Spider - the most popular
British comic book villain of the sixties written by Superman
co-creator Jerry Siegel.

ENTER THE SPIDER – COMICS’ LOST GOLDEN AGE
SUPERVILLAIN FROM THE CO-CREATOR OF SUPERMAN,
JERRY SIEGEL!

Equipped with a razor-sharp mind, superb athletic ability
and a vast array of cutting edge gadgets, The Spider has his
sights set on taking over the New York underworld and

Solaris

The House of Styx : The first in a ground
breaking new science fiction series from the
best-selling author of The Quantum Magician
Derek Künsken
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$27.99 USD
500 pages

Summary: “Künsken’s vivid worldbuilding is a
knockout...This is a must-read.” –Publishers Weekly
starred review

"Awesomely intersectional and packed full of French
swear words, The House of Styx is a great scientific
adventure!" -- Apple Books Review

Discover the beginnings of the Quantum Evolution with
The House of Styx, the start of a groundbreaking new
series set 250 years before The Quantum Magician.

Life can exist anywhere. And anywhere there is life, there is

Margaret K. McElderry Books

The Serpent's Curse
Lisa Maxwell
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$21.99 USD
768 pages

Summary: Leigh Bardugo’s Six of Crows meets
Alexandra Bracken’s Passenger in this spellbinding
conclusion the “vivid and compelling” (BCCB), New
York Times bestselling Last Magician series.

Evade the Serpent.
Heed the Curse.
Rewrite the Present.

Esta isn’t a stranger to high-stakes heists. She’s a seasoned
thief who has no reservations about using her affinity for
time to give her an edge, and she’s trained her whole life
for one mission: travel back to 1902 New York, steal the
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Fantagraphics

Scoop Scuttle and His Pals : The Crackpot
Comics of Basil Wolverton
Basil Wolverton, Greg Sadowski
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$29.99 USD
192 pages

Summary: In this rip-roaring retrospective of the influential
Mad magazine cartoonist, Basil Wolverton's often-warped
imagination combines with his outlandishly wacky visual
humor to fascinate and delight. It collects the ultra-rare
treasures Scoop Scuttle, Mystic Moot, Bingbang Buster, and
Jumpin' Jupiter - as they've never been seen before! Due to
the rock-bottom printing methods of ten-cent comic books,
Wolverton’s intricate line work was routinely obscured, and
often obliterated. In this collection, every effort has been
made to restore the art to its original splendor, and to at
last present the uniquely detailed graphics of this justly
revered comic book master.

Redhook

The Light of the Midnight Stars
Rena Rossner
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$28.00 USD
416 pages

Summary:
Experience an evocative combination of fantasy,
history, and Jewish folklore in this fairytale-inspired
novel from the author of The Sisters of the Winter
Wood.

"The Light of the Midnight Stars is storytelling as
spellcasting. Rossner has conjured something vivid and
wild and true.” —Kiran Millwood Hargrave, author of
The Mercies

Deep in the Hungarian woods, the sacred magic of King
Solomon lives on in his descendants. Gathering under the

Games Workshop

Nightbringer
Graham McNeill
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$18.00 USD
416 pages

Summary: Black Library presents the Masterworks – a
curated collection of novels celebrating the very best
science fiction and fantasy set in the worlds of
Warhammer.

Newly promoted to the captaincy of the Ultramarines Fourth
Company, Uriel Ventris leads his warriors to the world of
Pavonis, where vicious alien raiders are bringing death and
destruction. As Pavonis descends into political turmoil, Uriel
and his warriors must battle the xenos as they unravel a
plot to unleash an ancient evil buried deep beneath the
world – the mysterious and deadly Nightbringer.

Games Workshop

Lady of Sorrows
C L Werner
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$16.00 USD
320 pages

Summary: Two towns being haunted by malice, can they
stand against the might of the Lady of Sorrows?

In the deathly realm of Shyish, the Twinned Towns of
Westreach and Eastdale exist on the edge of annihilation.
Once in each generation, the hosts of Lady Olynder rise
from their tombs to slaughter the towns’ inhabitants, and
for centuries the nighthaunts have been turned back, but
only after the fiercest of battles. Now, the wizards in the
ancient Belvegrod lighthouse have deciphered a prophetic
vision that offers a chance to break the curse placed upon
the city. The hero Jahangir is fated to lead a desperate
mission against the Mortarch of Grief and free his people
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Games Workshop

Space Marine Conquests: Masters of Shadow
Thomas Parrott
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$16.00 USD
400 pages

Summary: Book 7 in the fan favourite Space Marine
Conquests series. For fans of huge and epic battles
waged in the far future!

Conquered by the vile forces of the Word Bearers, the
cemetery world of Perdition is dying. Its inhabitants expire
while toiling in cruel mines, forced to desecrate holy relics of
the Imperium. To save these souls, the Vanguard Marines of
the Raven Guard, masters of shadow, begin a guerrilla war
against the heretics. But the taint of Chaos runs deep, and
Primaris Lieutenant Turan Raakis must rally the
downtrodden mortals to lead a rebellion worthy of his
primarch, Corvus Corax, if he is to free humanity from

BOOM! Box

Guerilla Green
Ophelie Damblé, Cookie Kalkair
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$16.99 USD
176 pages

Summary: Ophélie is a thirty years old city-dweller who’s
joined the guerilla gardening movement fighting for decades
to bring more green back into cities - and now she’s putting
the guerillas’ motto into action by reviving the true spirit of
her city and showing everyone the true nature of their
world!

“PLANT...EVERYWHERE!” Ophélie is a thirty years old
city-dweller who’s joined the guerilla gardening movement
fighting for decades to bring more green back into cities
that increasingly resemble concrete jungles. Now she’s
putting the guerillas’ motto into action by reviving the true
spirit of her city and showing everyone the true nature of

BOOM! Studios

Firefly: The Unification War Vol. 2
Greg Pak, Dan McDaid
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$14.99 USD
144 pages

Summary: The secret history of the Unification War and
the mistakes Captain Malcolm Reynolds has been hiding
from his crew are revealed when Mal and his first mate Zoe
are finally called to confront their crimes.

From Joss Whedon (Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Marvel’s The
Avengers) comes a new era of Firefly, as the definitive story
of the Unification War is told at last! Serenity’s crew is
divided, as Captain Malcolm “Mal” Reynolds and his First
Mate Zoe Washburn are arrested for crimes committed
during the Unification War and they each are forced to
choose a side. But Mal and Zoe aren’t ready to go quietly,
and after escaping from the Unificators, bounty hunters sent

Tor Teen

Victories Greater Than Death
Charlie Jane Anders
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$18.99 USD
288 pages

Summary: Tina has always known her destiny is outside
the norm—after all, she is the human clone of the most
brilliant alien commander in all the galaxies (even if the rest
of the world is still deciding whether aliens exist). But she is
tired of waiting for her life to begin.

And then it does—and maybe Tina should have been more
prepared. At least she has a crew around her that she can
trust—and her best friend at her side. Now, they just have
to save the world.

From internationally bestselling author Charlie Jane
Anders (All the Birds in the Sky) comes a thrilling
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Minotaur Books

Dance with Death : A Barker & Llewelyn
Novel
Will Thomas
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$27.99 USD
320 pages

Summary: In June of 1893, the future Nicholas II travels
to London for a royal wedding, bringing with him his private
security force and his ballerina mistress, Mathilde
Kchessinska. Rumored to be the target of a professional
assassin known only as La Sylphide, and the subject of
conspiracies against his life by his own family who covet his
future throne, Nicholas is protected by not only private
security, but the professional forces of both England and
Russia.

All of these measures prove inadequate when Prince George
of England is attacked by an armed anarchist who mistakes
him for Nicholas. As a result, Barker and Llewelyn are

Tor Books

You Let Me In
Camilla Bruce
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$16.99 USD
256 pages

Summary: Cassandra Tipp is dead...or is she?

After all, the notorious recluse and eccentric bestselling
novelist has always been prone to flights of fancy—everyone
in town remembers the shocking events leading up to
Cassie's infamous trial (she may have been acquitted, but
the insanity defense only stretches so far).

Cassandra Tipp has left behind no body—just her massive
fortune and one final manuscript.

Then again, there are enough bodies in her past—her
husband Tommy Tipp, whose mysterious disembowelment

Tor Books

The Helm of Midnight
Marina Lostetter
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$26.99 USD
464 pages

Summary: In a daring and deadly heist, thieves have
made away with an artifact of terrible power—the death
mask of Louis Charbon. Made by a master craftsman, it is
imbued with the spirit of a monster from history, a serial
murderer who terrorized the city with a series of gruesome
murders.

Now Charbon is loose once more, killing from beyond the
grave. But these murders are different from before, not
simply random but the work of a deliberate mind probing for
answers to a sinister question.

It is up to Krona Hirvath and her fellow Regulators to enter

Tor Books

Breath by Breath : Book Three Step by Step
Morgan Llywelyn
Pub Date: 4/13/21
$25.99 USD
240 pages

Summary: Morgan Llywelyn concludes her near-future,
apocalyptic thriller trilogy with her signature depth and
intimacy of character. In Breath by Breath, book three in the
trilogy, the residents of Sycamore River emerge from
nuclear war caused by the Change and its effects on
technology. As they try to rebuild their shattered lives, they
discover the Change continues.

For some, the air has become lethally toxic.

The small band of Sycamore River townfolk only have to
survived the unthinkable, but will they survive the last of
the Change.
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Dover Publications

We
Yevgeny Zamyatin, Gregory Zilboorg
Pub Date: 4/14/21
$7.00 USD
192 pages

Summary:
This classic Russian dystopian novel inspired George Orwell,
Aldous Huxley, and many other science fiction writers, and
now this reprint of the original 1924 translation of We is
available at Dover. Set in a future under a unified
totalitarian state, in a society ruled by conformity and
humans are identified by their assigned number, spaceship
engineer D-503 must face his beliefs about the One Party
head on after a chance encounter with the beautiful and
dissident I-330. It’s a page-turning adventure that has a
home on any science fiction fan’s bookshelf.

River Books

The Art of Thai Comics : A Century of Strips
and Stripes
Nicolas Verstappen
Pub Date: 4/15/21
$40.00 USD
220 pages

Summary:

First in-depth study of Thai Comics

After the first Thai comic strip was published in 1907,
comics flourished in Siam and developed in uniquely Thai
ways. With diverse and leading artists working in each
generation there is a wealth of material to consider. Gory
horror tales, anti-communist propaganda and socially-
engaged graphic novels bear witness to the country's darker
years. From 1990, Thai comics struggled to compete with
the sudden influx of unlicensed Japanese manga and went
through a hiatus, making a comeback in the late '90s with a
new and alternative scene that deserves wider recognition.

University Of Iowa Press

The Cleveland Heights LGBTQ Sci-Fi and
Fantasy Role Playing Club
Doug Henderson
Pub Date: 4/15/21
$16.00 USD
252 pages

Summary: On Thursday nights, the players assemble in
the back of Readmore Comix and Games. Celeste is the
dungeon master; Valerie, who works at the store, was roped
in by default; Mooneyham, the banker, likes to argue; and
Ben, sensitive, unemployed, and living at home, is still
recovering from an unrequited love. In the real world they
go about their days falling in love, coming out at work, and
dealing with their family lives all with varying degrees of
success. But in the world of their fantasy game, they are
heroes and wizards fighting to stop an evil cult from waking
a sleeping god.

But then a sexy new guy, Albert, joins the club, Ben’s

Applause

Shatner
Michael Seth Starr
Pub Date: 4/15/21
$22.95 USD
296 pages

Summary: In the early months of 1966, a handsome,
hardworking thirty-five-year-old Canadian-born actor named
William Shatner was cast as Captain Kirk in Star Trek, a
troubled, low-budget science-fiction television series set to
premiere that fall on NBC. Star Trek struggled for viewers
and lasted only three seasons, but it found a huge, rabidly
dedicated audience when it premiered in syndication
following its cancellation—turning Shatner into a pop-culture
icon and launching him on a career path he never could
have imagined after graduating from McGill University with
an economics degree twenty years earlier. As he approaches
his ninetieth year, he's still working at a furious pace as a
man of boundless contradictions: by turns one of the most
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IFWG Publishing International

Coralesque and Other Tales to Disturb and
Distract
Rebecca Fraser
Pub Date: 4/15/21
$12.99 USD
170 pages

Summary:
A surfer who becomes horrifyingly one with the sea. A new
mother’s devastating search for belonging. A stone gargoyle
with a violent history. A fisher boy who discovers the real
cost of forbidden love. A farmer whose delight at drought-
breaking rain quickly turns to terror. A hedonistic rock star
who manifests double trouble. A young girl’s chilling sacrifice
for justice. A dirty ex-cop with a dirtier secret. An
unscrupulous mayor’s solution to rid her city of the
homeless…These are just some of the characters you’ll meet
in this collection of dark offerings. From the harsh terrain of
the Outback, to the depths of the Pacific Ocean, the wilds of
Tasmania, dystopian futures, enchanted lands, and the

Rutgers University Press

From Memory to History : Television Versions
of the Twentieth Century
Jim Cullen
Pub Date: 4/16/21
$24.95 USD
255 pages

Summary: Our understanding of history is often mediated
by popular culture, and television series set in the past have
provided some of our most indelible images of previous
times. Yet such historical television programs always reveal
just as much about the era in which they are produced as
the era in which they are set; there are few more
quintessentially late-90s shows than That ‘70s Show, for
example.

From Memory to History takes readers on a journey through
over fifty years of historical dramas and sitcoms that were
set in earlier decades of the twentieth century. Along the
way, it explores how comedies like M*A*S*H and Hogan’s

Rutgers University Press

Mixed-Race Superheroes
Sika A. Dagbovie-Mullins, Eric L. Berlatsky,
Grego...
Pub Date: 4/16/21
$32.95 USD
292 pages

Summary: American culture has long represented
mixed-race identity in paradoxical terms. On the one hand,
it has been associated with weakness, abnormality, impurity,
transgression, shame, and various pathologies; however, it
can also connote genetic superiority, exceptional beauty, and
special potentiality. This ambivalence has found its way into
superhero media, which runs the gamut from Ant-Man and
the Wasp’s tragic mulatta villain Ghost to the cinematic
depiction of Aquaman as a heroic “half-breed.”

The essays in this collection contend with the multitude of
ways that racial mixedness has been presented in superhero
comics, films, television, and literature. They explore how

Titan Books

Firefly - The Ghost Machine
James Lovegrove
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$15.95 USD
336 pages

Summary: Winner of the 2020 Dragon Award for Best
Media Tie-in Novel

The third original novel tying into the critically
acclaimed and much-missed Firefly series from creator
Joss Whedon.

Some hot property
Mal’s crew desperately need another payday, but not
desperately enough to transport a Blue Sun flightcase to
Badger, no questions asked, when the area is swarming with
Alliance spacecraft equally keen to regain the stolen
property. Yet Jayne refuses to miss out, and sneaks the case
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Fantagraphics

The Complete Crepax Vol. 6 : Dangerous
Liaisons
Guido Crepax
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$85.00 USD
472 pages

Summary: In this Italian erotic comics collection, which
spans 1977–1989, the character Valentina, a music, art, and
fashion-loving Milanese photographer, ages in "real time."
First, she saves Effi, a German heiress, from kidnappers,
and they become lovers. Valentina also has an affair with
Bruno, a young cellist. Dangerous Liaisons follows our
heroine into middle-aged home life with her longtime
partner, Phil, with whom she has a grown son, Mattia. Two
of Crepax's lauded graphic adaptations: "Venus in Furs" and
"The Memoirs of Casanova" are featured in this volume.

Fantagraphics

The Complete Crepax Vol.5-6 Gift Box Set
Guido Crepax
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$150.00 USD
850 pages

Summary: These erotic comics stories span 1968-1989. In
Vol. 5, Bonnie and Clyde, Louise Brooks, and the
globetrotting photographer Valentina (a movie and TV star
herself!) take center stage, while "The Man from Harlem" is
Crepax's ode to boxer Joe Louis and jazz. In Vol. 6,
Valentina ages in "real time." First, she saves Effi, a German
heiress, from kidnappers, and they become lovers. Valentina
also has an affair with Bruno, a young cellist. Dangerous
Liaisons follows our heroine into middle-aged home life with
her longtime partner, Phil, with whom she has a grown son,
Mattia. Two of Crepax's lauded graphic adaptations: "Venus
in Furs" and "The Memoirs of Casanova" are featured in this
volume.

IDW Publishing

Sleeping Beauties, Vol. 1 (Graphic Novel)
Stephen King, Owen King, Rio Youers, Alison
Sampso...
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$19.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: This official graphic novel adaptation of the
horror novel by Stephen King and Owen King is a
haunting interpretation of the chilling, timely
bestseller.

A bizarre sleeping sickness, called Aurora, has fallen over
the world. Its victims can’t wake up. And all of them are
women. As nations fall into chaos, those women still awake
take desperate measures to stay that way, and men
everywhere begin to give in to their darkest impulses.

Meanwhile, in the small town of Dooling, a mysterious
woman has walked out of the woods; she calls herself Eve

HarperTeen

Witches Steeped in Gold
Ciannon Smart
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$18.99 USD
560 pages

Summary: Divided by their orders.

United by their vengeance.

Iraya has spent her life in a cell, but every day brings her
closer to freedom—and vengeance.

Jazmyne is the queen’s daughter, but unlike her sister
before her, she has no intention of dying to strengthen her
mother’s power.

Sworn enemies, these two witches enter a precarious
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Hero Collector

Star Trek Shipyards: The Borg and the Delta
Quadrant Vol. 1 - Akritirian to Krenim : The
Encyclopedia of Starfleet Ships
Ian Chaddock, Marcus Riley, Mark Wright
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$34.95 USD
232 pages

Summary: Featuring ships of the Borg and vessels of
the Delta Quadrant, the first of two companion volumes
of ships from STAR TREK: VOYAGER.

This volume begins with the ships operated by STAR TREK’s
greatest villains: the Borg, including the Borg Cube and
Sphere, the Borg Queen’s Ship, the Renegade Borg
Vessel and the Borg Tactical Cube. From there, it profiles
more than thirty-five ships operated by the species
Voyager encountered in the Delta Quadrant, featuring ships
from A - Akritirian to K - Krenim.

With technical overviews and operational histories, the ships

Quercus Publishing

Rook Song : The Gaia Chronicles Book 2
Naomi Foyle
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$15.99 USD
496 pages

Summary: Astra has escaped her enemies, and left
behind her friends. But in this new, disorientating
world, can she trust anyone?

Astra Ordott is in exile. Evicted from Is-Land for a crime she
cannot regret, she has found work in an ancient fortress in
Non-Land: headquarters of the Council of New Continents,
the global body charged with providing humanitarian aid to
the inhabitants of this toxic refugee camp.

Recovering from a disorienting course of Memory Pacification
Treatment, Astra struggles to focus on her overriding goals -
to find her Code father and avenge the death of her Shelter

Hard Case Crime

Two For the Money
Max Allan Collins
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$14.95 USD
352 pages

Summary: A brand-new edition of the first two classic
Nolan novels, Bait Money (1973) and Blood Money
(1973), now with a beautiful new cover painting.

AFTER 16 YEARS ON THE RUN,
WOULD NOLAN BURY THE HATCHET WITH THE MOB…
OR WOULD THEY BURY HIM FIRST?

They don’t come tougher than Nolan - but even a hardened
professional thief can’t fight off the entire Chicago mafia. So
when an old friend offers to broker a truce, Nolan accepts
the terms. All he has to do is pull off one last heist - and
trust the Mob not to double cross him.

Fantagraphics

Nuft and the Last Dragons, Volume 1 : The
Great Technowhiz
Freddy Milton
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$22.99 USD
168 pages

Summary: Sometimes poignant and sometimes slapstick,
in this collection of Danish comics stories, Nuft and his
family are pitted against prejudice, scheming slumlords and
all-seeing robot overlords! This debut volume collects the
stories "The Nufts Move In," in which the dragon family
trades its rural ways for a new life in the big city - but the
tenement they move into is not only falling apart, it's
plagued by poltergeists! In "Trouble on George Street," Nuft
gets a job at City Hall but quickly discovers that the whole
thing is teetering on the verge of collapse! And in "The
Great Technowhiz," the Technowhiz watches over all the
city's functions - but who watches over the Technowhiz? Plus
a special collector's bonus - Freddy Milton's very first 8-page
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Iron Circus Comics

The Night Marchers and Other Oceanian Tales
Kate Ashwin, Sloane Leong, Kel McDonald, Jonah
Cab...
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$15.00 USD
272 pages

Summary: “Do you hear them? Never go outside when
you hear THAT sound.”

Ghostly warriors, angry gods, and monstrous tyrants? That's
just the start of this collection of folklore from the Pacific,
retold in comics!

The fourth volume of the “Cautionary Fables and Fairytales”
graphic novel series is a thrilling, funny, and totally new
take on stories spanning the entirety of the region, with
loads of lesser known myths and legends from the
Philippines, New Zealand, Hawaii, and beyond. Featuring the
work of TINTIN PANTOJA, PAOLO CHIKIAMCO, ROB CHAM,
TOKERAU WILSON, and more!

Image Comics

Family Tree, Volume 3: Forest
Jeff Lemire, Phil Hester, Eric Gapstur, Ryan Cody
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$14.99 USD
120 pages

Summary:
The supernatural family drama continues! Grandpa Judd refuses to
give up the fight with the Arborists, even as his young granddaughter
Meg begins what could be her final transformation into a tree....or is it
the world that will be transformed forever?

Collects FAMILY TREE #9-12

Gemstone Publishing

The Overstreet Guide to Grading Comics
Sixth Edition Softcover
Robert M. Overstreet, Billy Tucci
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$24.95 USD
384 pages

Summary:
NEWLY UPDATED! Since 1970, the name "Overstreet" has
symbolized a vast knowledge of American comic books.
While The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide helps you
learn about comic values, this book teaches you the
importance of condition (a factor that is often the key to
real collectability) and how to grade accurately. The
Overstreet Guide To Grading Comics includes the 10-point
grading system, as well as exhaustive descriptions of
Primary and Split Grades. It spotlights each grade with more
than 200 full-color images in all, as well as articles on
storage, preservation, and restoration, a look at the
independent, third-party grading companies, and much

HMH Books for Young Readers

Dustborn
Erin Bowman
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$17.99 USD
432 pages

Summary:
Delta of Dead River sets out to rescue her family from a
ruthless dictator rising to power in the Wastes and
discovers a secret that will reshape her world in this
postapocalyptic Western mashup for fans of Mad Max
and Gunslinger Girl.

Delta of Dead River has always been told to hide her back,
where a map is branded on her skin to a rumored paradise
called the Verdant. In a wasteland plagued by dust squalls,
geomagnetic storms, and solar flares, many would kill for
it—even if no one can read it. So when raiders sent by a
man known as the General attack her village, Delta suspects
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Etch/HMH Books for Young Readers

Before They Were Artists: Famous
Illustrators as Kids
Elizabeth Haidle
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$17.99 USD
64 pages

Summary:
This vibrantly illustrated graphic novel anthology
brings to life the childhood experiences of beloved
artists and illustrators such as Wanda Gág, Maurice
Sendak, and Jerry Pinkney. Stylish illustrations paired
with small vignettes and anecdotes from the artists’
early lives helps illuminate the hard work, triumphs,
failures, and inspiration that helped forge their
successful careers.

What makes an artist? What sparks their imagination?
Where do their creativity and unique style come from?
Striking illustrations and a graphic novel format bring to life

Algonquin Young Readers

The Dark Lord Clementine
Sarah Jean Horwitz
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$8.95 USD
336 pages

Summary: The new face of big evil is a little . . . small.

Dastardly deeds aren’t exactly the first things that come to
mind when one hears the name “Clementine,” but as the
sole heir of the infamous Dark Lord Elithor, twelve-year-old
Clementine Morcerous has been groomed since birth to be
the best (worst?) Evil Overlord she can be. But everything
changes the day her father is cursed by a mysterious rival.

Now, Clementine must not only search for a way to break
the curse, but also take on the full responsibilities of the
Dark Lord. But when it’s time for her to perform dastardly
deeds against the townspeople—including her brand-new

NBM Publishing

The Stringer
Ted Rall, Pablo Callejo
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$24.99 USD
152 pages

Summary:
Suffering from budget cuts, layoffs, and a growing suspicion
that his search for the truth has become obsolete, veteran
war correspondent Mark Scribner is about to throw in the
towel on journalism when he discovers that his hard-earned
knowledge can save his career and make him wealthy and
famous. All he has to do is pivot to social media and, with a
few cynical twists, abandon everything he cares about most.

John Joseph Adams/Mariner Books

A Dark Queen Rises
Ashok K. Banker
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$17.99 USD
528 pages

Summary: Returning to Ashok K. Banker’s brilliant
#OwnVoices, epic fantasy world of the Burnt Empire, first
introduced in Upon a Burning Throne, A Dark Queen Rises
features Krushita and Karni, two women on quests to
protect the innocent and bring down tyrants.

Queen Aqreen of Aquila leaves her husband Jarsun and flees
across the Red Desert. She is determined to keep her
daughter from being used by Jarsun to stake his claim to
the Burning Throne of Hastinaga, seat of the all-powerful
Burnt Empire. But Jarsun is powerful and vengeful, and can
summon legions of demoniac forces at will. The Red Desert
is vast, and the journey epic.
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Amulet Books

Atlantis: The Accidental Invasion
Gregory Mone
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$17.99 USD
304 pages

Summary: Perfect for fans of Percy Jackson and Mr.
Lemoncello’s Library, Atlantis: The Accidental Invasion
launches an exciting, action-packed new series about
the underwater lost city

Kaya, raised in the undersea, high-tech world of Atlantis,
has always been fascinated by the legends about life above
the water. Despite the government’s insistence that they’re
only stories, she can’t help but dream about the Sun
People—and when a group of officials known as Erasers
move to bury those legends for good, Kaya sets out to the
surface to uncover the truth once and for all.
In the world above, where climate change has led to giant

Harper Voyager

The Galaxy, and the Ground Within : A Novel
Becky Chambers
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$16.99 USD
336 pages

Summary: With no water, no air, and no native life, the
planet Gora is unremarkable. The only thing it has going for
it is a chance proximity to more popular worlds, making it a
decent stopover for ships traveling between the wormholes
that keep the Galactic Commons connected. If deep space is
a highway, Gora is just your average truck stop.

At the Five-Hop One-Stop, long-haul spacers can stretch
their legs (if they have legs, that is), and get fuel, transit
permits, and assorted supplies. The Five-Hop is run by an
enterprising alien and her sometimes helpful child, who
work hard to provide a little piece of home to everyone
passing through.

Master of Sorrows
Justin T. Call
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$19.99 USD

Summary: Every dark lord has an origin

You've heard the story before: an orphaned boy, raised by a
wise old man, comes to a fuller knowledge of his magic and
uses it to fight the great evil threatening his world.

But what if that hero were destined to become the new dark
lord?

The Academy of Chaenbalu has stood against magic for
centuries. Hidden from the world, acting from the shadows,
it trains its students to detect and retrieve magic artifacts,
which it jealously guards from the misuse of others.

Harper Voyager

The Galaxy, and the Ground Within : A Novel
Becky Chambers
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$27.99 USD
336 pages

Summary: With no water, no air, and no native life, the
planet Gora is unremarkable. The only thing it has going for
it is a chance proximity to more popular worlds, making it a
decent stopover for ships traveling between the wormholes
that keep the Galactic Commons connected. If deep space is
a highway, Gora is just your average truck stop.

At the Five-Hop One-Stop, long-haul spacers can stretch
their legs (if they have legs, that is), and get fuel, transit
permits, and assorted supplies. The Five-Hop is run by an
enterprising alien and her sometimes helpful child, who
work hard to provide a little piece of home to everyone
passing through.
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Dark Horse Books

Unfinished Business
Paul Levitz
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$19.99 USD
88 pages

Summary: A tantalizing original graphic-novel mystery
from Eisner Award winner and Eisner Award Hall of
Fame inductee Paul Levitz (Legion of Super-Heroes)
and Simon Fraser (Kingsman:The Red Diamond, Doctor
Who).

A priest, a minister and a rabbi walk into a bar…except
they’re all dead. Not a zombie apocalypse (sorry, Walking
Dead fans), but a bit of Unfinished Business that heaven
needs the departed clerics to address, if they can. But what
awaits them if they succeed—life, afterlife, or oblivion?

Arcade

Fantastic Creatures of the Mountains and
Seas : A Chinese Classic
Anonymous, Howard Goldblatt, Siyu Chen,
Jiankun Su...
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$35.00 USD
376 pages

Summary: The gorgeously illustrated contemporary
edition of an ancient Chinese text—for fans of fantastic
beasts everywhere

Fantastic Creatures of the Mountains and Seas is a new
translation for contemporary readers of a classic Chinese
text that is at once the geography of an ancient world, a
bestiary of mythical creatures, and a book of cultural and
medicinal lore. Illustrated throughout with more than 180
two-color drawings that are so sinuous they move on the
page, it is a work for lovers of fantasy and mythology,
ancient knowledge, fabulous beasts, and inspired art.

NYRB Classics

Other Worlds : Peasants, Pilgrims, Spirits,
Saints
Teffi, Robert Chandler
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$17.95 USD
304 pages

Summary: Stories about the occult, folk religions,
superstition, and spiritual customs in Russia by one of
the most essential twentieth-century writers of short
fiction and essays.

Though best known for her comic and satirical sketches of
pre-Revolutionary Russia, Teffi was a writer of great range
and human sympathy. At times she had to warn her readers
that “those seeking laughter should not turn on me and tear
me to pieces if, instead, they find tears—the pearls of my
soul.” The stories on otherworldly themes in this collection
are some of Teffi’s finest and most profound, displaying her
acute psychological sensitivity beneath her characteristic wit

Marvel

Marvel Two-in-One Epic Collection: Cry
Monster
Steve Gerber, Mary Wolfman, Tony Isabella, Chris
C...
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$39.99 USD
432 pages

Summary: Watch out, Yancy Street! Benjamin Grimm,
A.K.A. the Fantastic Four's ever-lovin' blue-eyed Thing, is
stomping his way into his own series - guest-starring the
greatest heroes in the Marvel Universe! In this inaugural
MARVEL TWO-IN-ONE Epic Collection, the Thing battles the
Incredible Hulk, the minions of Thanos and the giant
monster Braggadoom - and even brings the Guardians of
the Galaxy back into the firmament of Marvel stars! He also
joins forces with icons like Iron Man, Thor, Black Widow,
Daredevil and Luke Cage to battle all manner of fearsome
foes! And to top it all off, the Thing travels to the pages of
MARVEL TEAM-UP to join the amazing Spider-Man in a
MTIO/MTU crossover classic!
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Aftershock Comics

LONELY RECEIVER
Zac Thompson, Mike Marts, Jen Hickman
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$16.99 USD
120 pages

Summary: A Horror/Breakup Story in Five Parts

Catrin Vander, a lonely video producer, buys an Artificial
Intelligence partner that’s meant to bond for life. After ten
years together, her holographic wife suddenly disconnects
without a warning. The breakup drives Catrin to the point of
near insanity. She’s alone for the first time in years and
reeling from a loss she can’t comprehend.

Set in the new future, drenched in pastels and sunshine,
LONELY RECEIVER is a horror/breakup story in five parts.
Written by Zac Thompson (UNDONE BY BLOOD, THE
REPLACER, HER INFERNAL DESCENT, No One’s Rose, X-Men)

William Morrow Paperbacks

Anansi Boys : A Novel
Neil Gaiman
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$16.99 USD
368 pages

Summary: “Awesomely inventive.… When you take the
free-fall plunge into a Neil Gaiman book, anything can
happen and anything invariably does.” —Entertainment
Weekly

God is dead. Meet the kids…

Fat Charlie Nancy’s normal life ended the moment his father
dropped dead on a Florida karaoke stage. Charlie didn’t
know his dad was a god. And not just any god—he was
Anansi, a trickster god, the spider-god. Anansi is the spirit
of rebellion, able to overturn the social order, create wealth
out of thin air, baffle the devil, and cheat Death himself.

Greenwillow Books

Thornlight
Claire Legrand
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$16.99 USD
464 pages

Summary: Centuries and centuries ago, the Vale was split
in two in a war between witches. Ever since, an evil
darkness has been climbing, climbing, climbing out of the
Break, infecting everything it touches. The people of the
Vale fight it with discs made of lightning—and with an
ancient spell. Brier Skystone is the youngest, most talented
lightning harvester the Vale’s ever seen. Her twin sister,
Thorn, is a sensitive artist who’s braver than even she
knows. And young Queen Celestyna Hightower is
determined to be Mender of the Break, the last of her family
to bear the weight of anchoring the spell—which is really
more of a curse.

Inkyard Press

These Feathered Flames
Alexandra Overy
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$19.99 USD
448 pages

Summary: Three Dark Crowns meets Wicked Saints in
this queer #ownvoices retelling of “The Firebird,” a
Russian folktale, by debut author Alexandra Overy.

When twin heirs are born in Tourin, their fates are decided
at a young age. While Izaveta remained at court to learn
the skills she’d need as the future queen, Asya was taken
away to train with her aunt, the mysterious Firebird, who
ensured magic remained balanced in the realm.

But before Asya’s training is completed, the ancient power
blooms inside her, which can mean only one thing: the
queen is dead, and a new ruler must be crowned.
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HarperOne

And Now I Spill the Family Secrets : An
Illustrated Memoir
Margaret Kimball
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$18.99 USD
288 pages

Summary: Margaret Kimball’s visceral graphic memoir
explores the state and stages of a woman’s life, including
motherhood, marriage, divorce, and mental health. And Now
I Spill the Family Secrets begins when she learns of her
mother's suicide attempt thirty years earlier, on Mother’s
Day of 1988 when Margaret was four years old. Desperate
to know what drove her mother’s desire to end her life,
Margaret embarks on an immersive journey into the past, to
uncover the secrets her family has kept for decades.

Poring over the documentation of her family’s life—including
old diary entries, medical records, letters, and even home
videos—Margaret pieces together a narrative map to

Papercutz

The Mythics #3 : Apocalypse Ahead
Patricia Lyfoung, Philippe Ogaki, Author Patrick
S...
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$14.99 USD
160 pages

Summary: An ancient evil has returned to earth after being
banished for a millennia. Now, the old gods who thought
they had defeated Evil millennia ago have found new young
protectors earth: Yuko, 14, of Japan, Parvati, 12, of India,
Amir, 11, of Egypt, Abigail, 15, of Germany, Miguel, 13, of
Mexico, and Neo, 16, of Greece... After narrowly escaping
from their first encounters with Evil, these six young
Mythics, still learning how to harness their new powers and
weapons, must leave behind their homes as their fight goes
global! Now, the children will meet for the first time, and
they might just save the world yet, if they don’t end up
destroying each other first!
These children are Earth’s last hope in the war against Evil.

Flame Tree Publishing

The Nirvana Effect
Brian Pinkerton
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$14.95 USD
256 pages

Summary: No one goes out anymore.

Society is sheltered indoors. The economy is in ruins. People
spend their lives addicted to a breakthrough virtual reality
technology, desperate for escapism in a troubled world. The
Nirvana Effect has taken over.

Aaron and Clarissa are members of a subculture of realists
who resist the lure of a fake utopia. They watch in horror as
the technology spreads across the country with willing
participants who easily forgo their freedoms for false
pleasures. When the young couple discovers a plot to
enforce compliance for mind control, the battle for free will

Skyhorse

Hirschfeld : The Biography
Ellen Stern
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$27.99 USD
336 pages

Summary: The definitive biography of Al Hirchfeld,
renowned caricaturist and artist.

Al Hirschfeld knew everybody and drew everybody. He
occupied the twentieth century, and illustrated it. Hirschfeld:
The Biography is the first portrait of the renowned artist's
life—as spirited and unique as his pen-and-ink drawings.
Beginning in the 1920s, he caricatured Hollywood actors,
Washington politicians, and—his favorite—celebrities of the
stage. Broadway belonged to Hirschfeld. His work appeared
in the New York Times and other publications, as well as on
book jackets, album covers, posters, and postage stamps,
for more than seventy-five years.
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Dark Horse Books

Disney Princess: Beyond the Extraordinary
Amy Mebberson
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$10.99 USD
104 pages

Summary: Short comics stories filled with fun and
cheer in the different lives of all the Disney Princesses!

Come along with the Princesses as they navigate a variety
of situations to bring you laughter and delight. There’s never
a shortage of royal duties for Cinderella to tend to, even the
tiniest of friends can use her expertise. Rapunzel’s blunder
becomes everyone else’s reward when she tries cooking a
new recipe. And Moana’s got a thing or two to say about
how the coconut puts the super in superfruit. The Disney
Princesses are here to teach, inspire, and entertain with
their spirited antics and deeds!

Amulet Books

The Republic of Birds
Jessica Miller
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$17.99 USD
288 pages

Summary: A young witch must save her sister from
evil birds in this masterful middle-grade fantasy
In the land of Tsaretsvo, civil war has divided the human
kingdom from the Republic of Birds. Magic is outlawed, and
young witches are sent to a mysterious boarding school,
from which no one has returned. Olga and her family live a
life of dull privilege in the capital until her father displeases
the tyrannical tsarina. The family is sent off into exile at the
Imperial Center for Avian Observation, an isolated shack
near the Republic of Birds. Unlike the rest of her family,
Olga doesn’t particularly mind their strange new life. She
never fit into aristocratic society as well as her perfect
younger sister, Mira. What does worry Olga is her

BOOM! Box

Wicked Things
John Allison, Max Sarin
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$16.99 USD
160 pages

Summary: The Eisner Award winning team of John Allison
and Max Sarin return to the world of Giant Days for a new
series about everyone’s favorite child detective; Charlotte
Grote.

NO GOOD DEED GOES UNHIRED

The Eisner Award winning team of John Allison and Max
Sarin return to the world of Giant Days for a new series
about everyone’s favorite child detective; Charlotte Grote.

Nineteen year old Charlotte Grote has her whole life ahead
of her; headed straight to Oxford and a future as a real

SelfMadeHero

Bunuel in the Labyrinth of the Turtles
Fermín Solís
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$22.99 USD
120 pages

Summary: A fascinating portrait of a pivotal period in
the life of Spanish filmmaker Luis Buñuel

Buñuel in the Labyrinth of the Turtles depicts a decisive
moment in the life of the great Spanish filmmaker Luis
Buñuel: the moment when he doubted surrealism and
contemplated embracing a more social type of cinema. At
this crucial turning point in his career, he wanted to change
the world by showing the hidden heart of reality. Buñuel was
deeply affected by the harshness of Las Hurdes and the
extreme misery of the people who lived in this remote
region, so with his friend, the movie producer Ramón Acín,
he began work on the pseudo-documentary Land Without
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Dark Horse Books

Shaolin Cowboy: Shemp Buffet
Geof Darrow, Dave Stewart
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$19.99 USD
144 pages

Summary: I“A LITTLE LESS CONVERSATION, A LITTLE
MORE ACTION!!”

—Elvis

The SAGA of one man’s fight against THE WALKING DEAD
as you’ve never seen it before!

The action never lets up as a chainsaw of events pits the
comic world’s favorite Shaolin Cowboy against a legion of
gourmets from the fourth level of hell, intent on turning
America’s finest youth into an endless shemp buffet.

Little, Brown Books for Young Readers

Shortcuts
Molly Brooks
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$12.99 USD
256 pages

Summary:
Everything is up in the air when the problem-solving
best friends Sanity and Tallulah find themselves
co-pilots on an unplanned adventure filled with action,
adventure, and dangerous situations.

Tallulah is great at piloting! And with her learner's permit
freshly reinstated, she has the perfect opportunity to prove
it: filling in on the mail route to nearby stations while all the
regular pilots are out sick. It's her first big solo flight, and
yeah, okay, her parking could use some work, but she's not
even a little bit nervous—she's got Sanity along as copilot,
plenty of old flight logs for navigation, and they'll be in radio

Little, Brown Books for Young Readers

Incendiary
Zoraida Córdova
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$10.99 USD
480 pages

Summary:
Set in a lushly drawn world inspired by Inquisition
Spain, Zoraida Córdova's fantasy is an epic tale of love
and revenge perfect for fans of Sabaa Tahir and Sarah
J. Maas.

As a memory thief, the rarest and most feared of the
magical Moria, Renata was used by the crown to carry out
the King's Wrath, a siege that resulted in the deaths of
thousands of her own people.

Now Renata is one of the Whispers, rebel spies working
against the crown. The Whispers may have rescued Renata

VIZ Media LLC

Lovesickness: Junji Ito Story Collection
Junji Ito
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$22.99 USD
408 pages

Summary: An innocent love becomes a bloody hell in
another superb collection by master of horror Junji Ito.

Ryusuke returns to the town he once lived in because
rumors are swirling about girls killing themselves after
encountering a bewitchingly handsome young man.
Harboring his own secret from time spent in this town,
Ryusuke attempts to capture the beautiful boy and close the
case, but…

Starting with the strikingly bloody “Lovesickness,” this
volume collects ten stories showcasing horror master Junji
Ito in peak form, including “The Strange Hikizuri Siblings”
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Archie Comics

World of Archie Vol. 2
Archie Superstars
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$10.99 USD
224 pages

Summary: WORLD OF ARCHIE VOL. 2 is the second in a
chronological collection of titles featuring the classic
series. This is presented in the new higher-end format
of Archie Comics Presents, which offers 200+ pages at
a value while taking a design cue from successful
all-ages graphic novels.

Archie takes on dinosaurs, cowboys and the wilderness in
the collection of the ’90s series! Join him on a journey
throughout the world and beyond!

Publication History: Trade Paperback Original

DAW

Spectrum
Julie E. Czerneda
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$27.00 USD
416 pages

Summary: The third book in the Web Shifter’s Library
series returns to the adventures of Esen, a
shapeshifting alien who must navigate the perils of a
hostile universe.

Here Be Monsters

Something malevolent lurks in deep space, something able
to pluck starships from their course and cause their crews to
vanish.

It has a purpose: to use those ships to mark an
unmistakable boundary. A warning.

DK Children

Marvel Can The Hulk Lift a House? : And 50
more Super Questions for Super Heroes
Melanie Scott
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$6.99 USD
96 pages

Summary: Discover everything you’ve always wanted
to know about your favorite Super Heroes!

How much weight can the Hulk lift? What’s the farthest
distance Spider-Man can sling a web? Can Iron Man fly
faster than a space rocket? Young Marvel Super Hero fans
want to know everything about their favorite characters
from how hard Thor can slam his hammer to the size of the
smallest hole Wasp can fly through-and much more.

Whether they are obsessed with Marvel comic books or
they’ve only heard about Super Heroes in the playground,
young fans will love discovering the fascinating answers to

Oni Press

The Underfoot Vol. 2 : Into the Sun
Ben Fisher, Emily S. Whitten, Michelle L. Nguyen
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$14.99 USD
176 pages

Summary: Into the Sun, the second volume in the epic
sci-fi series, The Underfoot, is a fast-paced graphic novel full
of daring escapes, heroic rescues, and devious cunning. It
presents a world in which the tiniest creatures demonstrate
the greatest feats of strength, courage, and friendship,
leaving you fully invested in their furry fate…

It has been untold years since the Giants-That-Were
disappeared, leaving behind the animals forever changed by
their strange science. Now, granted the gifts of intelligence
and self-awareness, the valiant Hamster Aquatic Mercenaries
and their new allies, the Hamster Airborne Paratroopers,
struggle to keep their hordes alive in a dangerous world.
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Dark Horse Books

The EC Archives: Shock Illustrated
Daniel Keyes, Al Feldstein, Jack Kamen, Reed
Crand...
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$49.99 USD
248 pages

Summary: Illustrated tales designed to shock!

Enjoy the complete run of Shock Illustrated, an innovative
“Picto-Fiction” magazine containing illustrated prose stories
of switch parties, thrill killers, and more of society’s dark
underbelly—written and illustrated by Daniel Keyes (Flowers
for Algernon), Jack Kamen, Reed Crandall, Graham Ingels,
and more!

Features the lost fourth issue, with pencils from Frank
Frazetta!

This archive volume contains Shock Illustrated issues 1

Fantagraphics

Young Shadow
Ben Sears
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$16.99 USD
132 pages

Summary: Young Shadow usually protects sci-fi Bolt City
by making deliveries for the food bank and rescuing pets.
But one night, he discovers the Sludge Team, a conspiracy
composed of a CEO of a chemical plant, trust-fund punks,
and suspicious cops. To stop their evil plan, Young Shadow
must don a couple of batons, knee pads, and a small black
mask, and team up with Spiral Scratch - another benevolent
protector in the fight - and metal-clad nuns. Drawn in bold
yellows and blacks, this is a socially conscious
action/adventure kid superhero tale.

Orbit

The Queen of Izmoroz
Jon Skovron
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$16.99 USD
480 pages

Summary: In this thrilling epic fantasy, Sonya has won
the battle and brought a foreign army to free her
country from imperial rule, but now she has to face her
allies—who may have other goals.

The first battle is over, but war yet looms on the horizon.
Sonya and her allies--the foreign Uaine and their armies of
the undead—have beaten back the imperial soldiers from
the capital city. Now they have the rest of the country to
free.

Meanwhile, her brother the famed wizard Sebastian has
retreated with the imperial forces to regroup and lick his

St. Martin's Griffin

A Heart Divided : The Definitive Edition
Jin Yong, Gigi Chang, Shelly Bryant
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$18.99 USD
400 pages

Summary: China: 1200 A.D.

In the fourth and final volume of Legends of the Condor
Horoes, Guo Jing is at last forced to make a choice between
loyalty to the land of his birth and keeping faith with
Genghis Khan, who has been like a father to him. When it
comes to matters of the heart, trouble waters stir there as
well when Guo Jin's love for Lotus Huang is tested when he
becomes convinced that her father has murdered someone
dear to him.

As the Mongol armies descend on China, Jin Yong brings this
most beloved of his novels to a thrilling conclusion,
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Tor Teen

Southern Sun, Northern Star
Joanna Hathaway
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$19.99 USD
432 pages

Summary: Reeling from the tragedy that beset her family,
Princess Aurelia has joined the resistance in Havenspur,
spying on the Northern leaders who were once her allies
and determined to stop her uncle’s machinations for war.
Meanwhile, her beloved pilot Athan leads his squadron into
battle as the Safire wage a losing war abroad and combat
growing unrest back home.

When Athan is sent on leave to Havenspur following the
death of a comrade, the pair reunite and rekindle their
romance until Aurelia uncovers one of Athan’s secrets, a
secret that could save countless lives. But exposing it to the
right people will cost her Athan's trust, and this time, their

Starscape

The Clone Catastrophe: Emperor of the
Universe
David Lubar
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$13.99 USD
240 pages

Summary: Before Nicholas V. Landrew can enjoy more
than a few weeks in his new role as emperor of the
universe, his world begins to fall apart. His mortal enemies,
the Craborzi, have cloned him, and are using these carbon
copies to produce an intergalactic reality show called The
Abominable Emperor--killing a clone in every episode!
Worse, they’ve joined forces with his other mortal enemy,
the Phlemhackian talent agent, Morglob Sputum, who is also
out for vengeance. But worst of all, his parents want him to
take out the garbage!

Nicholas, Jeef, and Henrietta the gerbil are back in another
laugh-out-loud intergalactic adventure in this rollicking

Tor Books

Fortress of Magi
Mirah Bolender
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$16.99 USD
288 pages

Summary: The Hive Mind has done the impossible—left its
island prison. It's a matter of time before Amicae falls, and
Laura Kramer has very few resources left to prevent it.

The council has tied her hands and the gangs want her
dead. Her only real choice is to walk away and leave the city
to its fate.

Tor Books

The Last Watch
J. S. Dewes
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$18.99 USD
480 pages

Summary: The Divide.

It’s the edge of the universe.

Now it’s collapsing—and taking everyone and everything
with it.

The only ones who can stop it are the Sentinels—the
recruits, exiles, and court-martialed dregs of the military.

At the Divide, Adequin Rake commands the Argus. She has
no resources, no comms—nothing, except for the soldiers
that no one wanted. Her ace in the hole could be Cavalon
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Tordotcom

Defekt
Nino Cipri
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$14.99 USD
176 pages

Summary: Derek is LitenVärld's most loyal employee. He
lives and breathes the job, from the moment he wakes up in
a converted shipping container at the edge of the parking
lot to the second he clocks out of work 18 hours later. But
after taking his first ever sick day, his manager calls that
loyalty into question. An excellent employee like Derek, an
employee made to work at LitenVärld, shouldn't need time
off.

To test his commitment to the job, Derek is assigned to a
special inventory shift, hunting through the store to find
defective products. Toy chests with pincers and eye stalks,
ambulatory sleeper sofas, killer mutant toilets, that kind of

Tordotcom

Repo Virtual
Corey J. White
Pub Date: 4/20/21
$17.99 USD
352 pages

Summary: The city of Neo Songdo is a Russian nesting doll
of realities — augmented and virtual spaces anchored in the
weight of the real. The smart city is designed to be read by
machine vision while people see only the augmented facade
of the corporate ideal. At night the stars are obscured by an
intergalactic virtual war being waged by millions of players,
while on the streets below people are forced to beg, steal,
and hustle to survive.

Enter Julius Dax, online repo man and real-life thief. He's
been hired for a special job: stealing an unknown object
from a reclusive tech billionaire. But when he finds out he's
stolen the first sentient AI, his payday gets a lot more

Tachyon Publications

Unity
Elly Bangs
Pub Date: 4/21/21
$16.95 USD
304 pages

Summary: “Imagine Neuromancer and Lilith's Brood
conceived a baby while listening to My Chemical Romance
and then that baby was adopted by Ghost in the Shell and
Blue Submarine no. 6. The baby’s name is Unity.”
—Meredith Russo, author of If I Were Your Girl

Evoking the gritty cyberpunk of Mad Max and the fluid
idealism of Sense8, Unity is a spectacular new
re-envisioning of humanity. Breakout author Elly Bangs
has created an expressive, philosophical, science-
fiction thriller that expands upon consciousness itself.

Danae is not only herself. She is concealing a connection to

University of Chicago Press

The Modern Myths : Adventures in the
Machinery of the Popular Imagination
Philip Ball
Pub Date: 4/23/21
$30.00 USD
368 pages

Summary: Myths are usually seen as stories from the
depths of time—fun and fantastical, but no longer believed
by anyone. Yet, as Philip Ball shows, we are still writing
them—and still living them—today. From Robinson Crusoe
and Frankenstein to Batman, many stories written in the
past few centuries are commonly, perhaps glibly, called
“modern myths.” But Ball argues that we should take that
idea seriously. Our stories of Dracula, Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde, and Sherlock Holmes are doing the kind of cultural
work that the ancient myths once did. Through the medium
of narratives that all of us know in their basic outline and
which have no clear moral or resolution, these modern
myths explore some of our deepest fears, dreams, and
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Marvel

Man-Thing by Steve Gerber: The Complete
Collection Vol. 3
Steve Gerber, Jim Mooney, Sal Buscema, Val
Mayerik...
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$44.99 USD
408 pages

Summary: Steve Gerber takes the macabre Man-Thing out
of his swamp and across the Marvel Universe! First, the
muck-monster heads to Atlanta, where women are under
attack by the life-stealing Scavenger! But that's nothing
compared to the demonic Thog the Nether-Spawn! Plus, the
uncanny return of the Molecule Man brings Man-Thing and
Iron Man together, old pal Howard the Duck reluctantly joins
in on a far-out fantasy adventure, Spider-Man swings by for
a team-up - and the Man-Thing shambles into a satanic
super-soldier scheme! Plus, Gerber's infernal final Man-Thing
story revisits a beloved classic - what is the mystery behind
the "Screenplay of the Living Dead Man"?

Marvel

Marvel Monograph: The Art of Jim Cheung
John Rhett Thomas, Jim Cheung
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$24.99 USD
112 pages

Summary:
Gaze in wonder on the art of modern masters - in the
Marvel Monographs! Young Gun and co-creator of the
YOUNG AVENGERS, Jim Cheung has left his mark on the
Marvel Universe! From his work on SECRET WARRIORS and
X-FORCE to his innumerable covers across the spectrum of
Marvel titles, Jim's incredible penciling has made him a
fan-favorite. The Marvel Monograph series now captures the
magic of Jim Cheung from every angle in an artist study
that will be a great keepsake for your art book collection!

Orion

The Choice
Claire Wade
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$15.99 USD
400 pages

Summary: 'Electrifying' Christina Dalcher, Sunday
Times Bestselling author of VOX

'A cleverly woven tale' The Times

*WINNER OF THE EAST ANGLIAN BOOK AWARD FOR
FICTION 2020*

Imagine a world where...

Everything you ate was monitored by the government.
Every step you took was counted.
Your children were weighed every day at school.

Fantagraphics

Walt Disney's Donald Duck: Jumpin' Jupiter!
: Disney Masters Vol. 16
Luciano Bottaro
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$29.99 USD
180 pages

Summary: If you were Donald Duck, and the raging King
Rebo of Saturn attacked your town - would you hire Rebo's
enemies from Jupiter to defend you? What if, as payment,
the Jovians wanted to eat your rich Uncle Scrooge's money?
And what happens when Daisy joins the intergalactic battle?
Italian Luciano Bottaro spun wild, thrilling, and
near-psychedelic Duckburg tales for decades! This volume
also features "Quest for the Virtual Duck," as well as
another story in which Dr. Zantaf - Scrooge's and Donald's
mad scientist foe from Earth - returns!
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Titan Books

Light of Impossible Stars: An Embers of War
novel
Gareth L. Powell
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$8.99 USD
400 pages

Summary: BSFA Award-winning author Gareth L.
Powell delivers an explosive conclusion to his epic
Embers of War trilogy.

Low on fuel and hunted by the Fleet of Knives, the sentient
warship Trouble Dog heads to the Intrusion—an area of
space where reality itself becomes unstable. But with human
civilisation crumbling, what difference can one battered old
ship make against an invincible armada?

Meanwhile, Cordelia Pa and her step-brother Michael eke out
their existence salvaging artefacts from an alien city. But
when Cordelia is snatched from her home, she begins a

Orbit

Eye of the Sh*t Storm
Jackson Ford
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$16.99 USD
480 pages

Summary:
Full of imagination, wit, and random sh*t flying
through the air, "Alias meets X-Men" in this insane new
Frost Files adventure that will blow your tiny mind
(Maria Lewis).

Teagan Frost might be getting better at moving sh*t with
her mind - but her job working as a telekinetic government
operative only ever seems to get harder. That's not even
talking about her car-crash of a love life . . .

And things are about to get even tougher. No sooner has
Teagan chased off one psychotic kid hell-bent on trashing

Insight Editions

Star Wars: The Tiny Book of Jedi: Wisdom
from the Light Side of the Force : (Gift for
Star Wars Fan, Star Wars Books, Stocking
Stuffer)
S. T. Bende
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$9.99 USD
192 pages

Summary: Hold a thousand generations of Jedi history in
the palm of your hand with Star Wars: The Tiny Book of
Jedi.

This tiny book compiles the lore behind the most
legendary Jedi and Light Side heroes from every era of
Star Wars, from Yoda, to Luke Skywalker, Ezra Bridger, Rey,
and beyond. Packed with dazzling art, this pocket-sized book
is part of Insight Editions’ new collectible series of tiny
books — the perfect gift for any Star Wars fan.

Hold Jedi lore in the palm of your hand: A
pocket-sized format makes this book the cutest

Insight Editions

Star Wars: The Tiny Book of Sith: Knowledge
from the Dark Side of the Force : (Gift for
Star Wars Fan, Star Wars Books, Stocking
Stuffer)
S.T. Bende
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$9.99 USD
192 pages

Summary: Hold the legacy of evil across the Star Wars
galaxy in the palm of your hand with Star Wars: The Tiny
Book of Sith.

This tiny book compiles the lore behind the most
powerful disciples of evil and the dark side from every
era of Star Wars, from Darth Maul, to Emperor Palpatine,
Darth Vader, Kylo Ren, and beyond. Packed with dazzling
art, this pocket-sized book is part of Insight Editions’ new
collectible series of tiny books — the perfect gift for any
Star Wars fan.

Hold Sith lore in the palm of your hand: A
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Dark Horse Books

The Toys of He-Man and the Masters of the
Universe
Val Staples, Mattel, Dan Eardley
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$59.99 USD
752 pages

Summary: A massive, 700-plus-page, full-color hardcover
chronicling the quintessential toys of He-Man, She-Ra, and
the other Masters of the Universe!

In the 1980s, the Masters of the Universe toy lines shook
the world of children’s entertainment to its foundations.
Now, YouTube influencer “Pixel Dan” Eardley and He-Man
historian Val Staples have worked with fans worldwide to
cultivate this incredible volume that contains in-depth
overviews of every item in several complete toy lines,
including: 1982’s Masters of the Universe, 1985’s Princess of
Power, 1989’s He-Man, 2002’s Masters of the Universe
relaunch, and 2008’s Masters of the Universe Classics! In

Del Rey

Star Wars: Thrawn Ascendancy (Book I:
Chaos Rising)
Timothy Zahn
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$16.00 USD
432 pages

Summary: Discover Thrawn’s origins within the Chiss
Ascendancy in the first book in an epic new Star Wars
trilogy from bestselling author Timothy Zahn.

Beyond the edge of the galaxy lies the Unknown Regions:
chaotic, uncharted, and near impassable, with hidden
secrets and dangers in equal measure. And nestled within
its swirling chaos is the Ascendancy, home to the enigmatic
Chiss and the Nine Ruling Families that lead them.

The peace of the Ascendancy, a beacon of calm and
stability, is shattered after a daring attack on the Chiss
capital that leaves no trace of the enemy. Baffled, the

Ablaze

The Cimmerian Vol 2
Sylvain Runberg, Robin Recht, Robert E. Howard,
Ja...
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$24.99 USD
168 pages

Summary: BY CROM! Robert E. Howard's famous
Cimmerian UNCENSORED! Discover the true Conan,
unrestrained, violent, and sexual. Read the story as he
intended! The Cimmerian Vol 2 includes two complete
stories, The People of The Black Circle, and The Frost-
Giant's Daughter, plus bonus material, including the original
prose stories, in one hardcover collection!

In The People of the Black Circle, the king has just died in
the kingdom of Vendhya, struck down by the spells of the
black prophets of Yimsha. The king’s sister, Yasmina, decides
to avenge him…and contacts Conan, then chief of the
Afghuli tribe. But several of Conan’s warriors have just been

Philomel Books

Trouble in the Stars
Sarah Prineas
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$17.99 USD
256 pages

Summary: From acclaimed author Sarah Prineas
comes an action-packed, funny, and heartwarming
outer-space adventure about a troublesome little
shape-shifter on the run from the law. Perfect for fans
of Rick Riordan and Geoff Rodkey!

Trouble knows two things: they are a shapeshifter, and they
are running from something—but they don’t know what. So
when the government—the StarLeague—shows up, Trouble
figures it’s time to flee.

Changing from blob of goo form, to adorable puppy form, to
human boy form, Trouble stows away on the Hindsight, a
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Dial Books

River Magic
Ellen Booraem
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$16.99 USD
256 pages

Summary: Magic moves in next door in this hilarious
and heartfelt middle grade fantasy about a resourceful
girl battling a temperamental thunder wizard.

Donna’s always liked her life by the river—that is, until her
beloved aunt Annabelle died in a tragic kayaking accident.
Now money’s tight, her mom works all the time, and her
best friend, Rachel, would rather hang out with her
basketball teammates than with Donna. When a strange old
woman moves in next door and hires Donna to clean
part-time, she figures this is the perfect chance to get over
her friendship troubles and help her family out—especially
since the woman pays in gold. Turns out, Donna’s new

Abrams

The Art of Star Wars: Galaxy’s Edge
Amy Ratcliffe, Scott Trowbridge
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$50.00 USD
256 pages

Summary: The Art of Star Wars: Galaxy’s Edge is the only
book to provide an inside look at the magic behind the Star
Wars: Galaxy’s Edge themed lands at Disneyland Resort and
Walt Disney World Resort, documenting the art and
innovations that led to the creation of Galaxy’s Edge.
Featuring hundreds of full-color concept artworks, sketches,
blueprints, photographs, and more, the book will reveal Walt
Disney Imagineering’s creative process.
Star Wars: Galaxy’s Edge invites guests to explore Black
Spire Outpost, located on the remote Outer Rim planet
Batuu—a spaceport bustling with First Order and Resistance
activity where guests can interact with droids, creatures,
and fan-favorite characters. Alongside Black Spire Outpost’s

Tor Science Fiction

Ender's Game
Orson Scott Card
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$7.99 USD
352 pages

Summary: Winner of both a Hugo and Nebula Award,
Ender's Game has been continuously in print since its
original publication by Tor in 1984, in many different
formats. With over 10 million copies sold in US and Canada
countless more across across the globe, Ender's Game is
one of the bestselling science fiction novels of all time. Now
we are reissuing with new uniform packaging for a new
generation of readers.

Tor Science Fiction

Glorious : A Science Fiction Novel
Gregory Benford, Larry Niven
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$9.99 USD
432 pages

Summary: Glorious is a continuation of humanity's first
major attempt to explore a distant star system, in the
journey that began with Bowl of Heaven and Shipstar.
Audacious astronauts encounter bizarre, sometimes deadly
life forms, and strange, exotic, cosmic phenomena, including
miniature black holes, dense fields of interstellar plasma,
powerful gravity-emitters, and spectacularly massive space-
based, alien-built labyrinths. The alien civilization is far
more advanced than our own, and difficult for our
astronauts to comprehend. The astronauts must explore and
document this brave, new, highly dangerous world, while
also dealing with their own personal triumphs and conflicts
—their loves and jealousies, joys and disappointments.
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Marvel

Aliens Omnibus Vol. 1
Mark Verheiden
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$125.00 USD
1032 pages

Summary: As Marvel prepares for a xenomorph invasion,
rediscover the comic book legacy of ALIENS! Familiar faces
star in tales that expand on the movie mythos! As Hicks and
Newt undertake a deadly mission to find and destroy the
creatures' homeworld, a deadly outbreak leaves the Earth
overrun with Aliens! Billionaire Daniel Grant sets his sights
on an Alien Queen - and scientist Stanislaw Mayakovsky
must retrieve one of the galaxy's most precious substances:
Alien royal jelly! But can even Earth's finest fighting force,
the Colonial Marines, hold off the most frightening,
relentless creatures in all of film?

Aliens (1988) 1-6, Aliens (1989) 1-4, Aliens: Earth War

The MIT Press

The Curie Society
Heather Einhorn, Adam Staffaroni, Janet Harvey,
So...
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$18.95 USD
168 pages

Summary: A covert team of young women—members
of the Curie society, an elite organization dedicated to
women in STEM—undertake high-stakes missions to
save the world.

Created by: Heather Einhorn & Adam Staffaroni; Writer:
Janet Harvey; Artist: Sonia Liao; Editor: Joan Hilty

An action-adventure original graphic novel, The Curie
Society follows a team of young women recruited by an elite
secret society—originally founded by Marie Curie—with the
mission of supporting the most brilliant female scientists in
the world. The heroines of the Curie Society use their

Square Fish

Rebel in the Library of Ever
Zeno Alexander
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$7.99 USD
224 pages

Summary: Lenora returns to the magical Library—which
holds every book ever known on its shelves. But she
discovers the Library is under new management, its
incredible rooms and corridors turned sinister and
oppressive.

Lenora quickly connects with a secret resistance that’s trying
to free knowledge from the darkness threatening it. Her new
friends introduce her to an ancient lost city, hang-gliding,
and mathematical beings larger than the universe itself.

In its starred review for The Library of Ever, Kirkus called it
“unusually clever,” BCCB named it “utterly enchanting,” and

HarperCollins

Camp Murderface
Saundra Mitchell, Josh Berk
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$7.99 USD
368 pages

Summary: The year: 1983. The place: Ohio. The camp:
Scary as heck.

Camp Sweetwater is finally reopening, three decades after it
mysteriously shut down. Campers Corryn Quinn and Tez
Jones have each had more than enough of their regular
lives—they’re so ready to take their summer at Sweetwater
by storm.

But before they can so much as toast one marshmallow,
strange happenings start . . . happening. Can they survive
the summer? Or will Camp Sweetwater shut down for good
this time—with them inside?
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2000 AD

Thistlebone
Simon Davis, Tom Eglington
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$17.99 USD
64 pages

Summary: Midsommar meets The Wicker Man in this
break-out original folk-horror series from the pages of
2000 AD.

England, 2019. The secluded rural village of Harrowvale
holds a dark past - that years earlier, on a farm bordering
the vast tracts of woodland, it hosted a cult that was
seeking to escape civilisation and find purity in the old ways,
namely worshipping an ancient deity called THISTLEBONE.

Led by the charismatic Jasper Hillman, their pagan beliefs
grew ever more radical to the point where they held the
young Avril Eason captive with the intention of sacrificing

Games Workshop

Inferno! Volume 6
various
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$16.00 USD
384 pages

Summary: Book 6 in the Inferno! Series. Full of
fantastic stories from the Worlds of Warhammer.

Inferno! Volume 6 showcases some of the best new fiction
from across Games Workshop’s many universes: from the
unending darkness of the war-torn 41st Millennium, to the
gang-infested Underhive of Necromunda, through to the
tumultuous lands of the Chaos-ravaged Mortal Realms.

Dark Horse Books

Autobiographix (Second Edition)
Will Eisner, William Stout, Gabriel Ba, Fabio Moon
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$24.99 USD
96 pages

Summary: A premium collection demonstrating the
effectiveness of the comics medium for telling the most
personal of stories—the autobiography.

Showcasing some of the first published autobiographical
stories from living-legend artists, mainstream greats, and
young “indie” up-and-comers!

Featuring stories by Will Eisner, William Stout, Gabriel Bá
and Fábio Moon, Stan Sakai, Sergio Aragonés, and many
more of comics’ top talent!

Series Overview: Collects original stories (previously

DAW

Bottle Demon
Stephen Blackmoore
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$7.99 USD
320 pages

Summary: The sixth book of this dark urban fantasy
series follows necromancer Eric Carter through a world
of vengeful gods and goddesses, mysterious murders,
and restless ghosts.

The Necromancer is dead. Long live the Necromancer.

After being attacked by a demon in the one place he
thought he was safe, Eric Carter has been killed, his soul
sent to take its place as a stand-in for the Aztec god of
death Mictlantecuhtli. But somebody on Earth isn’t done
with him, yet. Somebody with the power to bring him back
from the dead. He doesn’t know who, and worse he doesn’t
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DAW

Driving the Deep
Suzanne Palmer
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$7.99 USD
384 pages

Summary: Now in paperback, from a Hugo Award-
winning author comes the second book in this action-
packed sci-fi caper, starring Fergus Ferguson,
interstellar repo man and professional finder.

As a professional finder, Fergus Ferguson is hired to locate
missing objects and steal them back. But it is rarely so
simple, especially after his latest job in Cernee. He’s been
recovering from that experience in the company of friends,
the Shipmakers of Pluto.

The Shipmakers have convinced Fergus to finally deal with
unfinished business he’s been avoiding for half his life:

DAW

Unreconciled
W. Michael Gear
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$8.99 USD
496 pages

Summary: Now in paperback, the fourth book in the
thrilling Donovan sci-fi series returns to a treacherous
alien planet where corporate threats and dangerous
creatures imperil the lives of the colonists.

Where does one put a messianic cult of practicing cannibals?
That becomes the question when Ashanti appears in
Donovan’s skies. She was designed for no more than four
years in space. It’s taken ten. The crew has sealed the
transportees onto a single deck—and over the years, the few
survivors down there have become monsters. Lead by the
messiah, Batuhan, they call themselves the Unreconciled.

Ace

American Demon
Kim Harrison
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$7.99 USD
528 pages

Summary: A thrilling return to the #1 New York Times
bestselling urban fantasy series, continuing Rachel
Morgan’s story.

RACHEL MORGAN IS BACK—AND THE HOLLOWS WILL
NEVER BE THE SAME.

What happens after you’ve saved the world? Well, if you’re
Rachel Mariana Morgan, witch-born demon, you quickly
discover that something might have gone just a little bit
wrong, that the very same acts you and your friends took to
forge new powers might have released something bound by
the old. With a rash of zombies, some strange murders, and

Ace

Peace Talks : A Novel of the Dresden Files
Jim Butcher
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$9.99 USD
496 pages

Summary: HARRY DRESDEN IS BACK AND READY FOR
ACTION in this entry in the #1 New York Times
bestselling Dresden Files.

When the supernatural nations of the world meet up to
negotiate an end to ongoing hostilities, Harry Dresden,
Chicago’s only professional wizard, joins the White Council’s
security team to make sure the talks stay civil. But can he
succeed when dark political manipulations threaten the very
existence of Chicago—and all he holds dear?

Story Locale: alternate Chicago
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IDW Publishing

Sonic The Hedgehog: Bad Guys
Ian Flynn, Jack Lawrence
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$15.99 USD
96 pages

Summary: The mastermind behind the Metal Virus isn’t
done yet. Sonic writer extraordinaire Ian Flynn brings
you the latest elaborate scheme from the Blue Blur’s
newest nemesis!

Dr. Starline is back to his evil antics! But to enact his latest
scheme, he’ll have to get into an abandoned Eggman base,
past an army of badniks! And to do that, he’ll need the help
of some of Sonic’s greatest enemies!

Mimic, Rough, Tumble, and Zavok are back and badder than
ever! Starline’s promised them incredible power, so Sonic
and friends had better watch out. That is, if the not-so-good

IDW Publishing

Usagi Yojimbo: Homecoming
Stan Sakai
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$19.99 USD
192 pages

Summary: Volume Two of the new series sees Usagi
return to his home province to pay his respects, but
ghosts from his past have other plans.

In “Tatami,” Usagi returns to his home province only to find
intrigue and betrayal! An important tea ceremony is about
to take place, but what sinister plan does Lord Hikiji have
for it and how are the Neko ninja clan involved?

Then, in “Mon,” long ago, Lord Hikiji defeated Usagi’s Lord
Mifune to take control of the Northern Province. Usagi, now
traveling through his old territories, still wears the mon (a
family crest) of his former lord. But, there are those who

Grand Central Publishing

Dawn
Octavia E. Butler
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$16.99 USD
320 pages

Summary: One woman is called upon to rebuild the
future of humankind after a nuclear war, in this
revelatory post-apocalyptic tale from the award-
winning author of Parable of the Sower.

When Lilith lyapo wakes from a centuries-long sleep, she
finds herself aboard the vast spaceship of the Oankali. She
discovers that the Oankali—a seemingly benevolent alien
race—intervened in the fate of the humanity hundreds of
years ago, saving everyone who survived a nuclear war
from a dying, ruined Earth and then putting them into a
deep sleep. After learning all they could about Earth and its
beings, the Oankali healed the planet, cured cancer,

Titan Books

Night Train
David Quantick
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$8.99 USD
400 pages

Summary: “David Quantick is one of the best kept
secrets in the world of writing. He’s smart, funny and
unique. You should let yourself in on the secret.”
- Neil Gaiman
From Emmy-Award winning author David Quantick,
Night Train is a science-fiction horror story like no
other.

A woman wakes up, frightened and alone. The room shaking
and jumping like it’s alive. The noise is terrifying. Where is
she? Stumbling through a door, she realizes she is on a train
carriage. A carriage full of the dead. A personal hell
unfolding in an apocalyptic future.
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Solaris

The Recollection: Tenth Anniversary Edition
Gareth L Powell
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$11.99 USD
384 pages

Summary: Tenth anniversary re-issue of the critically
acclaimed space opera by a master of British SF, with
beautiful new cover art.

“Gareth L. Powell joins the ranks of Reynolds, Banks,
Hamilton and others at the forefront of science fiction.”
SF Book Reviews

“It is an evil born of war. It is the end of all things.”

Four hundred years ago, Ed and Alice Rico threw themselves
through a mysterious portal on the London Underground,
hunting for Ed’s lost brother—Alice’s husband—Verne.

Solaris

The Storm's Betrayal
Corry L. Lee
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$11.99 USD
512 pages

Summary: The intense, dramatic sequel to 2019’s
break-out Russian-inspired epic Weave the Lightning.

“A sweeping epic of romance, revolution, elegant
strangeness, and elemental magic.” – Jason Heller

Lies. Magic. Treason.

The great Stormhawk—Bourshkanya’s paranoid, fascist
leader—is seemingly unkillable, but for the rebellion to
succeed, he must die.

Celka Prochazka uses magic in ways no one believed

Margaret K. McElderry Books

Heart of Flames
Nicki Pau Preto
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$13.99 USD
656 pages

Summary: Veronyka, Tristan, and Sev must stop the
advancing empire from destroying the Phoenix Riders
in this fiery sequel to Crown of Feathers, which #1 New
York Times bestselling author Kendare Blake calls
“absolutely unforgettable!”

You are a daughter of queens.

The world is balanced on the edge of a knife, and war is
almost certain between the empire and the Phoenix Riders.

Like Nefyra before you, your life will be a trial by fire.

Fantagraphics

Beatnik Buenos Aires
Diego Arandojo, Andrea Rosenberg, Facundo
Percio
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$19.99 USD
96 pages

Summary: When night falls in Buenos Aires, the city comes
alive. Artists flock to cafes and dives to exchange ideas,
listen to music, watch outré performance art, pen poetry,
fall in love. In these raucous, smoke filled rooms, the
bohemian heart and soul of this vibrant city, a conflagration
of creative energy burns. With the improvisational pacing of
a jazz performance, Beatnik Buenos Aires follows the lives
of writers, painters, musicians, sculptors, and performers as
they wend their way through these hubs of creative life,
seeking out inspiration and grappling with their craft. Set in
1963, this graphic novel celebrates a time in Argentine
history when its art scene blossomed.
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Games Workshop

The Lost and the Damned
Guy Haley
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$9.99 USD
400 pages

Summary: Book 2 in The Horus Heresy: The Siege of
Terra. Essential reading for all Horus Heresy fans.

On the thirteenth day of Secundus, the bombardment of
Terra began... With the solar defences overcome through
the devastating strength of the Traitor armada and the
power of the warp, Horus launches his assault on the
Throneworld in earnest. After withstanding a ferocious
barrage of ordnance, an immense ground war commences
outside the Palace with every inch gained paid for in the
lives of billions. The front lines are beyond horrific and the
very air is reduced to poison and blood. Bodies are thrown
into the meatgrinder but the outer redoubts cannot possibly

Tor Teen

Strange Exit
Parker Peevyhouse
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$9.99 USD
288 pages

Summary: The end of the world came and went. The
survivors escaped into a simulated reality, a world of
impossibilities and mysteries where human minds could live
while the earth healed. A world that was programmed to
end. But never did.

Now the strange sanctuary is breaking down. And only
seventeen-year-old Lake remembers none of this is real.
She spends her days searching a strange, postapocalyptic
landscape for people who have forgotten the real world and
helps them escape.

But time’s running out before the simulation fails, and

Tor Teen

Dark Skies
Danielle L. Jensen
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$10.99 USD
480 pages

Summary: A RUNAWAY WITH A HIDDEN PAST
Lydia is a scholar, but books are her downfall when she
meddles in the plots of the most powerful man in the
Celendor Empire. Her life in danger, she flees west to the far
side of the Endless Seas and finds herself caught in the
middle of a war.

A COMMANDER IN DISGRACE
Killian is Marked by the God of War, but his gifts fail him
when the Corrupter invades Mudamora. Disgraced, he
swears his sword to the kingdom’s only hope: the crown
princess. But the choice will put his oath—and his heart—to
the test.

Tordotcom

Fugitive Telemetry
Martha Wells
Pub Date: 4/27/21
$19.99 USD
176 pages

Summary: Having captured the hearts of readers across
the globe (Annalee Newitz says it's "one of the most
humane portraits of a nonhuman I've ever read") Murderbot
has also established Martha Wells as one of the great SF
writers of today.

No, I didn't kill the dead human. If I had, I wouldn't dump
the body in the station mall.

When Murderbot discovers a dead body on Preservation
Station, it knows it is going to have to assist station security
to determine who the body is (was), how they were killed
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Tor Books

Extinct
Orson Scott Card
Pub Date: 4/1/35
$26.99 USD
368 pages

Summary: From the creator of Ender's Game comes a new
SF series of hope, survival, and second chances.

Four hundred years after the extinction of the human race in
a battle between alien civilizations at war, a devastated
Earth lies nearly uninhabited. But one of the alien
combatants left something behind, a weapon that could win
their war once and for all.

Reborn on a planet they can barely recognize, a small group
of human beings finds themselves with a mission they
barely understand, on a world they can barely recognize.
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